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Foreword

This volume began with a conference, and that conference began, in 
its turn, with a dinner.  In the Fall of 2006 the British Consul General 
in Los Angeles, Bob Peirce, gave a dinner for his friend Paul Arthur 
who was about to begin a spell as Fulbright professor at Stanford 
University.  Bob drew together a number of people in Los Angeles 
with an interest in the Northern Ireland peace process and the role of 
cultural work in bridging divides.  Nick Cull recognized that group 
as an ideal core for a useful one day conference on the subject, and 
shortly thereafter set the wheels in motion to bring together scholars 
of international relations, public diplomacy and participants in the 
inter-community peace-building efforts in Northern Ireland.

The conference took place in Los Angeles on 4 May 2007 at the USC 
Annenberg School for Communication.  It brought together experts, 
practitioners and a number of commentators.  The objective was to 
understand the achievements and the limits of track two diplomacy 
in Northern Ireland and assess how these lessons were applicable to 
other conflicts.  This volume is a collection of the papers presented.

One of the great pleasures of the original conference was the combi-
nation of people involved.  Many of the speakers knew of one another 
but had never had the chance to meet until transported to Southern 
California.  On top of this, the conference was blessed with first class 
discussants including Professor Matt Bonham of Syracuse University, 
Mike Chinoy (formerly of CNN), Émer Deane, the Consul General 
of Ireland at San Francisco, Ali Fisher (then of the British Council) 
and Peter Kovach of the U.S. Department of State.  The wider audi-
ence included diplomats, scholars and practitioners from a range of 
backgrounds from across the region.  The spirited debate which was 
part of the day has not been summarized here, but has been part of the 
framing of this volume and the editors hope that this final incarnation 
of the papers will help carry that debate forward.

Joseph J. Popiolkowski & Nicholas J. Cull
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Introduction

Mapping the Miracle: Northern Ireland, Public 
Diplomacy and Track Two Diplomacy

Nicholas J. Cull

Children notice them: the words that make adults uncomfortable.  There 
are the diseases whose very name seems laden with contagion; the social 
blights whose titles evoke dread dangers, and the places synonymous 
with impenetrable chaos and deadly mess.  Each generation has its own 
vocabulary of horrors: cancer, redundancy, and Lebanon; AIDS, home-
lessness, Bosnia; Alzheimer’s, foreclosure, Iraq.  For anyone who grew 
up in the western world during the quarter century following 1969, 
Northern Ireland was such a word: a synonym for violence, small mind-
edness, intolerance and insolubility.  For anyone who grew up in North-
ern Ireland – or who served there – there was more.  Beyond the personal 
losses that flowed from the astonishingly high levels of casualties for 
such a small place, there were the legion intimate names, places, dates, 
which lay heavy with meanings of injustice, menace, and tragedy or, 
in the symmetry of the sectarian divide, raw with justification, asser-
tion and vengeance: 30 January 1972, Warrenpoint, Enniskillen, Miami 
Showband and so on.  The landscape, the language and even things that 
would be benign anywere else – like a choice of flowers in a bouquet, a 
piece of music or the choice of a particular football shirt, were charged 
with meaning.  That it was possible to move beyond such a history is one 
of the miracles of our times.  Exactly whose miracle is open to question.  
No less moot is the wider issue of what lessons, if any, learned in North-
ern Ireland could be applied to ease the crises that haunt this and future 
generations.  The essays in this volume start the process of mapping the 
miracle, focusing especially on the tactics deployed in the process of 
peace building.  They find no instantly exportable cure-all or single pre-
siding genius, but identify approaches which others engaged in similarly 
intractable crises would do well to consider.
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The essays collected here describe a variety of new additions to the 
arsenal of statecraft and diplomacy.  They are written by a mix of schol-
ars, practitioners and witnesses to the peace process.  Every writer falls 
into at least two of these categories and some fit all three descriptions.  
Their essays combine first hand observation with analysis and reflection.  
They are presented in the hope that they will provide a starting point for 
future scholarship and a record of thinking at a moment of real transfor-
mation.  The original conference was nearly overtaken by events.  In the 
course of planning, the organizers like the rest of the world learned that 8 
May 2007 would see the inauguration of a new Northern Ireland Execu-
tive based on principles of power sharing.  Several participants who were 
supposed to bring a journalistic perspective to the peace process were 
obliged to remain in Northern Ireland to report on that milestone.  The 
authors of these essays have updated their remarks to reflect the changes 
since that date.

These essays fall within one or more of the overlapping circles 
covered by the terms public diplomacy, Track Two diplomacy, and con-
flict resolution.  The exact boundaries of these categories are not clear, as 
the terms have evolved even as they have been brought to bear.  The term 
public diplomacy is of special relevance to this volume as it is the central 
concern of the organization which brought these contributors together: 
the USC Center on Public Diplomacy.  As such, it merits explanation.  
Public diplomacy is simply the conduct of foreign policy by engaging 
with a foreign public.  It is a fairly new term – coined only in 1965 – but 
one which embraces a cluster of five time-honored practices.  Interna-
tional actors engage foreign publics by listening to them, and factoring 
that intelligence into their policy making; through effective advocacy of 
the policies and the values they think are important; through cultural di-
plomacy, enabling the export of particular cultural practices or interven-
ing in the cultural sphere; by facilitating the exchange of people with the 
target public or between target publics and international broadcasting, 
the creation of news channels that cross frontiers.  Several of the essays 
in this book fall exactly into the territory of public diplomacy.  Sharon 
Harroun presents a straight-forward case study of an exchange program 
mounted by an American NGO to promote peace from the ground up; 
Advocacy is a major element in Tim Lynch’s case of Clinton-era diplo-
macy.  Greg McLaughlin’s account of television and the peace process 
brings in elements of advocacy and broadcasting across community fron-
tiers if not for all parties’ international frontiers.  Other essays show the 
value of the qualities emphasized by public diplomacy theory and may 
be read as extensions of public diplomacy practice or public diplomacy 
by analogy.  Listening, especially, is at the heart of the work described by 
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Paul Arthur, Bob Peirce, Neil Jarman and, in the most secret of contexts, 
Niall O Dochartaigh.  Culture looms large throughout but most construc-
tively in the person of Seamus Heaney – a one man cultural diplomacy 
NGO – who figures prominently in Paul Arthur’s essay.

The second thread running through these essays is that of Track Two 
diplomacy.  Neil Jarman’s essay provides a convenient summary of the 
development of this concept, which was originally coined by Joseph 
Montville in 1981 to cover, as Jarman quotes: ‘unofficial, informal in-
teraction between members of adversary groups or nations that aim to 
develop strategies, to influence public opinion, organize human and ma-
terial resources in ways that might help to resolve the conflict.’  This 
original iteration has considerable overlap with public diplomacy work.  
Subsequent versions of the concept, however, have drawn a distinction 
between work which seeks to bring together the leaders within a conflict 
situation and those reaching out to the wider population.  The broader 
focus is now termed Track Three by some observers.  The events re-
counted by Arthur and O Dochartaigh are firmly located amid the lead-
ership echelon of Track Two.  Jarman and Peirce document community 
engagement, perhaps a ‘Track Two-and-a-half’ approach.  Harroun doc-
uments Track Three.

These essays capture a moment of global transition.  The diplo-
matic actors described here are more diverse than the uninitiated might 
imagine.  The authors write about more than the mutual engagement 
between the leaders of Northern Ireland’s communities or other immedi-
ately interested entities such as the British and Irish governments.  Tim 
Lynch considers the role of the United States and Paul Arthur’s odyssey 
through the Track Two process brings in players as diverse as South 
Africa and emerging nations of Eastern Europe.  It is also fascinating to 
see the rise of new kinds of actor – the increasingly ubiquitous NGOs 
– and new levels of actor: the regional and international organizations.  
Peace in Northern Ireland is plainly the product of the public and private 
diplomacy of many players.  

Finally, it is fascinating to see the impact of new technology.  Jar-
man’s essay includes a wonderful account of the contribution of the 
mobile/cell phone to the process of peace building.  He relates the cre-
ation of networks to allow leaders from opposite communities to speak 
to one another immediately in order to obtain authoritative reassurance 
in the event of minor flare-ups along sectarian dividing lines.  The new 
media are also part of the story.  This volume includes an important con-
tribution from Mick Fealty, creator of a blog called Slugger O’Toole, 
which since 2002 has set out to provide a space in which the issues of 
the Northern Ireland peace process and community relations could be 
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explored and explained.  Fealty’s essay stresses the impact of the arrival 
of a medium which actively engages its audience, opens the way for 
a really frank discussion and by its plural nature reveals the extent to 
which all truth is contested.  Fealty’s readers were swift to add their 
own context to any item on his website, injecting a local perspective ne-
glected by even the regional media.   Fealty recounts how one reader was 
able to illuminate his community’s perspective of a particular issue by 
the simple expedient of walking fifty yards from his front door, videoing 
what he saw and up-loading it to the site.  Such a variety of perspectives 
shatter the impression of a monolithic block of enemies and allies and 
thereby mitigates against both sectarian fear on one hand and swagger-
ing community self-confidence on the other.

Taken as a whole these essays return to repeated themes: the impor-
tance of listening; the power that lies in the opportunity to speak one’s 
own story and to know that it is heard; the need for trust and the tortuous 
process necessary to gradually create or recreate it; the strength that lies 
in community-based organization and the ability of new experiences to 
trump old dogma.  These essays also show the role of the wider interna-
tional context in a situation like Northern Ireland: the potential role of 
external brokers, of positive examples in parallel conflicts, and even of 
broad shifts of international context including the end of the Cold War, 
the transformation in South Africa and coming of the ‘global war on 
terror.’   In the last analysis the volume suggests that even the worst of 
situations can run its course, and the bitterest of enemies can be led to 
common ground with appropriate help.  Therein is hope. 



Neil Jarman is the director of the Institute for Conflict Research, 
an independent, not-for-profit, policy research unit based in 
Belfast, Northern Ireland. He is an anthropologist by training and 
has written extensively on the use of cultural practices in devel-
oping and sustaining collective social identity. He has researched 
numerous issues associated with the political transition in North-
ern Ireland, including police reform, hate crime, public order, 
migration, human rights and equality issues. He was an adviser 
to the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland during the disputes 
over parades in the 1990s, and a specialist adviser to the Northern 

Ireland Affairs Committee for their inquiry into hate crime (2004-2005). He is chair of the 
panel on freedom of assembly at the Office of Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, 
part of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, based in Warsaw, Poland.

Policing the Peace
Community-based Peacebuilding and 

Political Transition
Neil Jarman 

The experience of the past decade in Northern Ireland illustrates the 
complexity involved in attempting to bring a conflict to an end. The 
processes of peacemaking and peacebuilding require the active en-
gagement of a variety of actors, groups and organizations, over a sus-
tained period of time, and it must necessarily happen across many 
levels and dimensions of society. The key elements include a po-
litical process; institution building and reform; attention to human 
rights and equality issues; economic development; demobilization, 
demilitarization and reintegration of the armed groups; and a means 
of involving the wider population in the process. The transition from 
armed conflict to a peaceful society requires engaging with groups 
and individuals who may be cautious or suspicious about participat-
ing in the process and with those who are actively opposed to it. The 
transition will also produce unexpected events and generate unfore-
seen consequences that may threaten, stall or even derail the process. 
It may also be a time of uncertainty and insecurity: as outbreaks of vi-
olence punctuate periods of peace and may threaten a return to armed 
violence. The period of transition thus needs to be considered as a 
distinctive phase in the process of bring a conflict to an end. 

In Northern Ireland the long duration of the Troubles (as the 
armed conflict was known locally), which lasted for some twenty-
five years between 1969 and 1994, ensured that there was little trust 
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between the members of the two main ethno-political communities, 
the Protestant Unionist Loyalist community who favored retaining 
Northern Ireland’s membership of the United Kingdom, and the 
Catholic Nationalist Republican community who favored the unifica-
tion of Ireland as a single state.  Much of the basic social fabric, such 
as housing and schooling, had become highly segregated, reducing 
both the opportunities for interaction between the two communities 
and the development of any real understanding of the other’s culture. 
Furthermore, there were few cross cutting networks and poor inter-
communal relationships. Over the course of a generation violence and 
the use of force had been widely adopted as a means of advocating 
or defending political positions (by the state as well as by a diverse 
array of armed groups), but also for dealing with social problems. For 
example, the use of ‘punishment’ violence by paramilitary groups in 
response to low level crime and disorder was well established during 
the Troubles, while following the paramilitary ceasefires of 1994 re-
ports of domestic, racist and homophobic violence rose significantly 
(Jarman 2004).

One of the underlying difficulties of securing a peaceful transition 
and an agreement on a future trajectory for Northern Ireland was that 
there was no broadly accepted understanding of the nature, cause or 
outcome of the Troubles. This meant that for many people the peace 
process did not signal an end to the conflict, but rather that it simply 
shifted to other dimensions of activity. On one side this involved a 
focus on politics, debate and negotiation, which resulted in the Agree-
ment being signed in 1998, while on the other hand it resulted in 
community or street level tensions related to issues of territoriality, 
culture and identity, and which served to sustain, and indeed extend, 
hostility and suspicion between members of the two communities. 
In particular the disputes over parade routes, which began in 1995, 
were immediately established as part of the rituals of marching sea-
son and at the same time punctuated the process of political nego-
tiation towards devolved government on an annual basis. Over the 
course of the transition the political and community levels of activity 
have moved in erratic and occasionally parallel paths, at times each 
has provided a positive influence of the other, at time it has been the 
opposite. This paper explores some of the activities that have taken 
place over the course of the period of transition at the community 
level which have served to help challenge and reduce street level ten-
sions and disorder and thereby develop networks of relationships that 
have proved to be important elements in providing a foundation for 
sustained peacebuilding in Northern Ireland. 
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Track Two Diplomacy and Peacebuilding 

Joseph Montville initially coined the concept of track two diplomacy 
in 1981 as a counterbalance to traditional or track one diplomacy, 
which involved the work of governments and high level international 
bodies such as the United Nations, Montville defined track two di-
plomacy as ‘unofficial, informal interaction between members of ad-
versary groups or nations that aim to develop strategies, to influence 
public opinion, organize human and material resources in ways that 
might help resolve their conflict’ (Montville 1991: 162). For Mont-
ville track two activity was to be regarded as a complement to, rather 
than a substitute for, track one diplomacy. Its informality was to be 
considered an advantage as it provided for flexibility in approach and, 
because it involved both the grassroots and middle leadership of a po-
litical constituency, it could be a means of empowering and involving 
otherwise marginalized or disenfranchised groups and thus increase 
their commitment to the process of dialogue and change. This defi-
nition and interpretation of track two diplomacy is both sufficiently 
broad and sufficiently clear to enable it to encompass much of the 
work and activity that will be discussed in this paper (Mapendere 
2006: 68). 

However, the growth in the academic, practitioner and theoreti-
cal studies of conflict intervention and transformation activities over 
recent years has led to an increasingly diverse classification system 
for public diplomacy and interventions by different sections of the 
community. On the one hand the concept of track two diplomacy was 
expanded into multi-track diplomacy, with the activities of different 
sectors being classified as distinct tracks of interconnecting activities; 
while from another perspective, the Carter Center expanded the gap 
between tracks one and two to create the concept of track one and a 
half diplomacy for its specific range of activities (Mapendere 2006). 
Over recent years track two activities have often been defined as, and 
limited to, the work of various forms of middle level or international 
conflict professionals and NGOs (Clements 2001) and increasingly 
community or grass roots level activities have been classified as a dis-
tinct and separate range of track three activities (Lederach 1997; Rei-
mann 2004). In some of the literature the separation into tracks two 
and three appears to reflect a distinction between the activities of the 
international non-governmental sector and the work of the indigenous 
community: track two actors provide support, expertise and profes-
sionalism as capacity building for track three actors (Miall 2001). 

In Northern Ireland such divisions have not been so clear or so 
evident. While track one diplomacy involving the British, Irish and 
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American governments was an important driver of the political pro-
cess, the international conflict transformation sector did not play a 
prominent role, although numerous connections were made with 
groups and organizations in other locations and lessons were sought 
from other jurisdictions. Instead diverse sections of the extensive lo-
cal civil society took a lead in many of the peacebuilding activities. 
Furthermore, the small scale and close-knit nature of Northern Irish 
society meant that grass-roots activists and the political elite were 
always closely interconnected and thus the diversity of peacebuilding 
activities that have been developed can be more readily understood 
within the original dual track framework suggested by Montville, 
than the more complex multi-track models that have been developed 
subsequently.

Disorder and Violence

Outbreaks of street violence, rioting and serious public disorder, 
mostly linked to disputes over parades organized by the Orange Order 
and similar bodies, and tensions between neighboring unionist and 
nationalist residential communities, have been a persistent problem 
in Northern Ireland over the course of the period of political transi-
tion. The cyclical nature of the annual parades, over three thousand of 
which are held to mark a diverse range of anniversaries and activities 
each year (Jarman 1997), meant that contentious events occurred on a 
repetitive and recurrent basis. Furthermore, the increased segregation 
of many urban communities had created a fragmented and contentious 
social geography, with numerous interface areas at the boundaries of 
sectarianized territories, which are often demarcated by physical bar-
riers or symbolic displays. All too often tensions related to parades 
led to outbreaks of violence at interface areas far from a parade route, 
and once the hostilities arose it could prove difficult to stop them. 

In July 1996 Northern Ireland erupted into a week of rioting, 
disorder and attacks on property in response to the policing of the 
Drumcree Orange Order parade (Jarman 2007) and on more than one 
occasion in the following years outbreaks of disorder were so serious 
that they were regarded as having the potential to disrupt the peace 
process and lead to a return to armed violence. A few figures will 
give a scale of the disorder that was documented during this time. 
Between 1996 and 1999 the Royal Ulster Constabulary fired 10,823 
plastic baton rounds in incidents across Northern Ireland, while 1,646 
police officers were injured in public disorder and 3,214 petrol bomb 
incidents were recorded. Furthermore, in north Belfast, an area of in-
tense social fragmentation, the police recorded 316 outbreaks of riot-
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ing, 409 assaults and 1,444 incidents of criminal damage to property 
in just seven interface areas over the same period (Jarman 2006a). 
Tensions increased as the summer ‘marching season’ approached and 
this in turn meant that political negotiations and attempts to establish 
new institutions of governance were put on hold on an annual basis as 
political and community leaders retreated to their trenches to uphold 
the rights of their people to defend their interests. 

In situations of rioting and disorder it normally falls on the police 
to intervene to restore order. However, the Royal Ulster Constabu-
lary had little acceptance or legitimacy on the ground among working 
class communities. People in the nationalist community regarded the 
police as a partisan and militaristic force, and viewed them as key 
actors in the conflict and as opponents of the republican campaign. 
Furthermore, even though the RUC was overwhelmingly Protestant 
in its make up and was widely perceived as historically working to 
the interests of the Unionist state, it had come to be regarded with 
suspicion and hostility by many unionists due to its role in policing 
the conflict. As a result police intervention at contentious parades or 
at interface disorder often served merely to introduce a third party to 
the conflict, which in turn led to an escalation, rather than a reduction 
of violence. Many people therefore felt that they could not rely on the 
police to take the lead in trying to prevent violence and maintain a 
semblance of order, but rather they assumed that they would have to 
take the initiative themselves.   

Community-based Policing in Northern Ireland

The initial response by the community sector to the outbreaks of 
violence and disorder during the summer of 1996 was ad hoc and 
unco-ordinated. People struggled to deal with the rapid transmission 
of rumors, incidents of violence and intimidation, as well as numer-
ous outbreaks of disorder and rioting at many interfaces. However, by 
the following summer staff at the Community Development Centre 
North Belfast (CDC) had devised a novel strategy to respond to any 
trouble, which involved equipping a network of community activists 
with mobile phones (at that time still a novel and expensive device) to 
enable them to maintain communication between and within different 
residential areas. The phones allowed people to remain on the streets 
at flashpoints but also to maintain contact with colleagues elsewhere, 
as well as with people from the other community. The activists, who 
included local residents, community workers and former prisoners, as 
well as people with connections to paramilitary groups, spent many 
summer nights patrolling the streets into the early hours of the morn-
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ing. Their main aims were to reduce the possibilities of violence, to 
move young people away from flashpoints, to respond to rumors and 
to keep their own areas reasonably calm. They were also able to pro-
vide reassurance and dissuade people from retaliatory attacks, while 
their ability to manage tensions within their own community helped 
consolidate credibility with the other side. On many occasions activ-
ists from both sides were able to co-ordinate and synchronize their 
work by using the phones to speak to each other in situations where 
face-to-face contact was not possible. In effect the community net-
works had effectively created a community-based policing scheme 
based around the maintenance of foot patrols at flashpoints to deter 
troublemakers and prevent disorder. Although the community-based 
networks did not prevent all outbreaks of disorder, they did have an 
impact on the scale of the violence and, in contrast to the previous 
year, the summer of 1997 was not marked by people being forced 
from their homes and days of disruption to daily routines.    

Over subsequent years, this model of mobilizing activists to main-
tain a presence at key locations developed as a normative practice in 
the many interface areas across Belfast and elsewhere. Furthermore, 
in a number of areas people extended their activities and mobilized 
their networks to help reduce the potential for disorder at parades. 
Rather than operating in small numbers late at night, as was needed 
at the interfaces, the parades required larger numbers of people to 
be present during the afternoon or early evening to act as a steward 
as a parade passed a sensitive location or near to a nationalist neigh-
bourhood. Such operations often involved little more than the passive 
presence of a large number of men, sometimes linked arm in arm 
across a road, or acting as a buffer between a crowd and a deploy-
ment of police officers. Usually the simple presence of the stewards 
was enough to deter any troublemakers, but sometimes they had to 
intervene in response to verbal abuse or an occasional stone thrower. 
While the community stewards took responsibility for policing the 
actions of crowds and protesters, many members of the loyal orders 
involved in organizing the parades also took a greater interest in man-
aging their own events. Whereas in the past the role of marshal had 
largely been an honorific position, now it began to be taken seriously 
and many Orangemen took advantage of courses that were offered to 
train them in marshalling skills. Between the work of the community 
stewards and the parade marshals the level of disorder at parades was 
extensively reduced. 

In some areas the community–based policing activities have de-
veloped into a year round phenomenon and have become a key com-
ponent of localized public order management. There has also been 
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an expansion of the interface approach to preventing disorder within 
the nationalist community through a programme called Community 
Watch. This involves activists patrolling or maintaining a street pres-
ence at local flashpoints to reduce low-level disorder and is primar-
ily intended to reduce alcohol-fuelled disorder or problems caused 
by young people. The difference between the interface work and the 
Community Watch is that the former aims to reduce tensions and 
violence between the two main communities, while the latter focuses 
on tensions within the Catholic community. However, all the various 
forms of community-based policing activity have been built upon a 
desire to consolidate the peacebuilding process and on a willingness 
of local activists to take greater responsibility for managing public 
order in their communities. 

Social Networks and Social Capital

The phone networks were effective as forms of track two intervention 
not because of the conflict transformation or mediation skills of the 
people who were involved, but rather because of their status within 
local communities and their membership of extensive and diverse so-
cial networks. They were effective and successful because of what 
Robert Putnam (2000) has defined as their social capital and their 
capacity to utilize and deploy that capital through networks of social 
relationships to have a positive impact on a situation of violence and 
disorder (see also Varshney 2002). This initially involved primarily 
being able to influence people within the own community, but also 
to engage with members of the other community and, as will be dis-
cussed below, with the police. The first mobile phone network was 
set up by the Community Development Centre, a long-established 
organization which had contacts with a diverse range of groups and 
individuals in both nationalist and unionist communities. The conflict 
intervention work was a recent development for CDC and differed in 
focus from the broad range of community development work under-
taken through the organization. However, the community relations 
team was able to draw upon both the wide range of social networks 
linked to the organization and the networks that individual members 
of the staff team brought with them, it was also critical that they could 
adapt, utilize and mobilize these networks in response to the new cir-
cumstances. 

A key element of the effectiveness of the community relations 
team was that it employed two former prisoners as primary field-
workers, one from a republican and one from a loyalist background, 
while the third member and team leader had a track record of com-
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munity relations work across the city. The status of the fieldworkers 
as former prisoners, as people who had served time for their political 
beliefs, ensured that the project immediately had a degree of cred-
ibility and authority with key people and organizations on the ground. 
The former prisoner community played a significant role at various 
levels in the transition from war to peace and was also important in a 
wide range of peacebuilding activities (Shirlow and McEvoy 2008). 
Many people had used their time in prison to debate political strat-
egy and also to further educate themselves, and upon their release 
some of these people became involved in political and community 
activities and were often in the fore of developing initiatives that were 
designed to help underpin the transition away from armed violence. 
The CDC already had an extensive network of contacts among com-
munity workers and the main statutory agencies, while the former 
prisoner staff brought with them contacts within the diverse move-
ments of republicanism and loyalism, including members of the main 
armed groups and representatives of the political groups associated 
with loyalism and republicanism. This meant that the team who were 
co-ordinating the mobile phone network were at the hub of a diverse 
range of overlapping social networks and could help co-ordinate re-
sponses within and between the nationalist or unionist communities 
as well as between communities and the statutory sector, such as the 
police, housing bodies, social services and government. For example, 
at times the people out on the street did not have sufficient author-
ity to prevent the slide to violence, but they had the access to other 
individuals such as senior politicians, and on more than one occasion 
figures such as Gerry Kelly (now a Sinn Féin junior minister) or Billy 
Hutchinson (formerly a representative of the Progressive Unionist 
Party in the Stormont assembly) would appear to bring extra author-
ity to help calm down a tense situation or to liaise with a senior police 
officer. 

Both Robert Putnam and Ashutosh Varshney have highlighted the 
importance of different forms of social capital and social networks 
and have noted that to be most effective social capital has to include 
networks of associates within one’s own community (bonding capi-
tal), but also connections with other communities (bridging capital) 
and with bodies with authority for governance (linking capital). It is 
the capacity to draw upon and utilize all three forms of social capital 
that ensures the most effective interventions in a social context, par-
ticularly at times of tension and disorder. The CDC team were able to 
draw upon and mobilize an array of different forms of social capital in 
attempting to manage tensions and violence on the ground. Individu-
als themselves both had and could mobilize extensive bonding capital, 
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which came from their status as former prisoners and as established 
activists within their own communities, while the team collectively 
could mobilize the bridging capital which came from the presence of 
people from different backgrounds and the diverse cross-cutting com-
munity networks, but they could draw upon forms of linking capital 
through extensive individual and organization relationships with the 
state sector. Furthermore, as the interventions proved successful so 
the levels of social capital increased, thus building the potential of the 
networks to intervene still further.

The Impact of Community-Based Policing 

The concept of community-based policing has become established as 
a normal and expected practice over the course of the past ten years. 
It is now assumed that each summer the community-based networks 
will mobilize to try to ensure that the marching season passes peace-
fully and tensions in and around interface areas are monitored and 
thus prevented from spilling over into violence. The various com-
munity-based activities have had an impact in at least four key ways. 
First they have helped reduce the outbreaks of violence; second they 
have helped build capacity and acceptance of the community inter-
ventions in both nationalist and unionist communities; third they have 
been instrumental in fostering broad inter-community networks; and 
fourth they have enabled communities to build better relationships 
with the police. Collectively these four outcomes have been impor-
tant elements in building the peace at a local level and thus in helping 
to consolidate the wider political transition. I will briefly elaborate on 
each of the four outcomes of the community-based policing work. 

Reducing Violence: The outbreak of violence associated with pa-
rades and interfaces peaked in the late 1990s, but until about 2001 
most community-based policing activity focused on ‘fire-fighting’, 
that is responding to local crises and outbreaks of disorder. From 
around 2002 (it is difficult to be more precise because the patterns 
of disorder differed in different areas at different times) the various 
networks were more able to act in a preventative manner, that is to 
intervene before violence occurred, rather than simply reacting to in-
cidents. Furthermore, due to the effective mobilizations, incidents in 
one area were less likely to provoke either supportive or retaliatory 
action in other parts of the city. For example the summer of 2005 
witnessed some of the worst violence for a number of years with two 
incidents in north Belfast in June and July and then another in west 
Belfast in September. These involved both attacks on the other com-
munity as well as petrol bomb, pipe bomb and live-fire attacks on the 
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police. However, each incident remained localized apart from a few 
minor cases of vehicles being hijacked and burnt out. The community 
networks were able to prevent any acts of retaliation and also pre-
vented the launching of further provocative attacks on the other com-
munity or the police. After a few days the situation had calmed down, 
in contrast to similar outbreaks of violence in the 1996-1999 period 
when violent incidents occurred for weeks and sometimes months af-
terwards. Despite the extreme violence in 2005, the summers of 2006 
and 2007 passed very quietly with only very minor incidents due in 
large part to effective and sustained community mobilizations. 

Community Capacity Building: When the community networks 
were first established they drew upon a relatively small number of 
activists, but over the course of a number of years they were able to 
involve a wider range of people and to mobilize people from a diverse 
range of organizations. In the first few years after 1997 the activists 
were drawn from non-aligned community groups, but also from the 
mainstream republican community, those associated with Sinn Féin, 
and on the loyalist side with groups and individuals associated with 
the PUP and the Ulster Volunteer Force. However, significant local 
actors such as the constituencies associated with the Irish National 
Liberation Army and with the Ulster Defence Force were less sup-
portive and at times were obstructive of attempts to reduce violence. 
This had most impact in unionist areas due to the strength of the UDA, 
which had long been the largest loyalist paramilitary group, although 
its political party, the Ulster Democratic Party, was less successful 
and was dissolved in 2001. For a number of years after 1997, trouble 
was most likely to erupt and be most difficult to control in those inter-
face communities with a strong UDA presence and, while local UDA 
commanders did not always actively encourage disorder, they often 
did little to prevent it occurring. However, by 2004 UDA activists also 
began to develop a more active policing presence at sites of tension 
and they formalized this work into the Protestant Interface Network 
(PIN) as the means to demonstrate their changing position. Although 
PIN refused to engage with activists from nationalist communities at 
this stage, they did work with other loyalists and also liased with the 
police in trying to maintain the peace. 

Inter-Community Networking: The first mobile phone network in-
volved people from both nationalist and unionist communities work-
ing on the streets, although it often proved difficult to get them to 
meet together or discuss problems and difficulties face-to-face. Many 
of the participants were content to try to control troublemakers in 
their own community, but it proved difficult to move beyond the fire-
fighting stage and begin to develop more preventative or strategic ap-
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proaches. By 1999 the networks had largely fragmented into a num-
ber of small informal networks, although a small number of activists 
still tried to sustain wider levels of engagement between people from 
republican and loyalist communities. In early 2003 a core group of 
activists in north Belfast began to meet to explore how they might 
develop a wider network that would move beyond the fire-fighting 
work. This group met on a monthly basis and began to invite other 
groups and individuals to participate. In June 2004 the group estab-
lished itself as the North Belfast Conflict Transformation Forum, a 
diverse group that included people involved in community and armed 
groups, church and political networks from both Catholic and Protes-
tant communities. The group used their meetings to consolidate exist-
ing relationships and develop new ones and then to discuss a wider 
range of peacebuilding activities. In 2005 even members of PIN, who 
had previously been reluctant to engage with republicans, joined the 
Forum while similar broad networks of activists were established in 
most interface areas of Belfast (Jarman 2006b) and in a number of 
areas outside of the city.  

Relationships with the Police: When rioting first occurred in the 
late 1990s, relations between both republicans and loyalists and the 
police were virtually non-existent, in fact on many occasions the riot-
ing involved republicans and or loyalists attacking the police. Nev-
ertheless even at this time, there were some lines of communication 
available, although it often took a long and tortuous route. The ar-
rival of mobile phones enabled discrete real-time communication to 
take place on the streets between activists and police commanders, 
although face-to-face contacts were still not possible. The phone con-
tacts did allow the police and the activists to begin to establish the 
first elements of a pragmatic relationship however, and they began to 
be used to synchronize and co-ordinate responses to disorder. In some 
contexts the police were prepared to respond to community concerns 
and they repositioned vehicles or delayed the deployment of officers 
in situations where a more assertive police presence would have been 
likely to provoke an aggressive response. From such actions each side 
began to develop trust in the other. Over a period of years the police 
often came to rely on the community networks to take the first steps in 
trying to defuse growing tensions or to intervene in contexts of low-
level disorder, while the community networks grew more confident of 
their role and of their relationships with the police. The instigation of 
police reforms following the Patten Report of 1999 and the generally 
improving political situation allowed Sinn Féin politicians to engage 
in face-to-face dialogue on the streets with officers of the reformed 
Police Service of Northern Ireland from around the summer of 2003, 
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and soon afterwards the community activists were arguing for a lower 
profile police presence at sensitive events, with greater responsibility 
to be given to the community-based policing networks. Even the seri-
ous violence of 2005 did not destroy the relationships that had been 
created, and in 2006 the police in north and west Belfast allowed 
the community networks considerable scope to manage the conten-
tious events, which passed off without problems. The practical re-
lationships and experiences of managing difficult situations that had 
developed on the streets of Belfast over a period of a decade was a 
significant factor in enabling Sinn Féin to take the decision to engage 
fully with the police in early 2007.      

Conclusion

The Northern Ireland transition from a protracted armed conflict to 
a sustained peace with democratically accountable institutions has 
been a long drawn out process, during which time recurrent outbreaks 
of violence and disorder associated with the highly polarized divi-
sions of the two main communities regularly threatened to undermine 
progress. The antipathetic relations between nationalist and unionist 
working class communities and with the police only created further 
difficulties in managing the disorder. However, over the past decade a 
variety of community-based policing initiatives have helped to reduce 
and control the street level violence and have also helped to build and 
develop relationships both between the two rival communities, but 
also between the communities and the police 

The initial basis for the development of community-based polic-
ing activities was the network of locally based groups and individual 
activists that had been established by the community development 
sector in Belfast over a period of years. After the ceasefires these 
networks became more openly associated with wider political and 
paramilitary networks across the city, particularly through the pres-
ence of former prisoners working in the field of conflict resolution. 
These interconnecting networks had considerable social capital, more 
than the community or political networks had alone, and they were 
able to utilize this in responding to the disorder that began to break 
out with some regularity after 1996. Over the course of a decade the 
community-based policing networks were able to build and develop 
their activities and their capacity to intervene effectively at times of 
tension by extending their engagement within their own community, 
with members of the other communities and with the police. This 
range of activities has developed to the extent that the community 
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networks are now often in the front line in trying to prevent disorder, 
whereas in the past they had been limited to reacting to violence. 

This community-based policing work can be considered as an fine 
example of a simple but effective track two process, if one follows 
Montville’s initial definition of this type of activity as: “unofficial, 
informal interaction between members of adversary groups or nations 
that aim to develop strategies, to influence public opinion, organize 
human and material resources in ways that might help resolve their 
conflict”. The work has been sustained and developed over a con-
siderable number of years and over that time has been effective in 
helping to consolidate the wider process of peacebuilding in Northern 
Ireland. It has been able to do so by drawing upon existing social 
networks, and on individual and collective forms of social capital, 
but then by adapting and reutilizing them in an innovative manner. 
Furthermore, the practical engagement of such networks has led to a 
strengthening of social relations, which has fed back into the peace-
building process and also increased the effective social capital of the 
community-based policing networks to engage in a wider variety of 
activities.  
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Reciprocity and Recognition: 
Exercises in Track Two Diplomacy

Paul Arthur
Success has many parents, but failure is an orphan. It as well to bear this 
in mind as we look at political developments in Northern Ireland since 
the creation of a coalition government in Belfast in May 2007 domi-
nated by two seemingly intractable enemies, the Democratic Unionist 
Party (DUP) and Sinn Féin (SF). That government remained remark-
ably buoyant in its first year of operation, overcoming even the change 
in leadership within the DUP when Peter Robinson succeeded Rev. Ian 
Paisley – leader for more than fifty years – in June 2008. What may not 
be as obvious is the fact that it took nearly a decade after the signing of 
the Belfast Agreement in April 1998 to create the conditions that enabled 
the coalition to be formed; and further that it took thirty years of bloody 
conflict before we arrived at that Agreement.

This chapter is concerned with some of the elements that converted 
failure into success. It is based on some personal reflections of my own 
involvement in Track Two exercises beginning in January 1990 and 
concluding in June 2004. The very first workshop has to be set against 
two decades of political violence (1969-89 inclusive) where there had 
been 2,771 conflict-related deaths, over 31,000 injuries, almost 8,200 
explosions and 8,300 malicious fires, and approximately 14,000 armed 
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robberies in a territory no larger than some of the smaller states of the 
United States like Delaware or Rhode Island. Those statistics suggest a 
state of political pathology. Among other constraints were at least four 
failed internal political initiatives between 1972-85; and a political cul-
ture that was intimidatory, underdeveloped, factionalized and demotic 
– a culture that did not encourage the acquisition of negotiating skills 
(Arthur, 2001).

The result was political underdevelopment that manifested itself not 
in the ‘inability to dominate rival ethnic communities but their common 
vulnerability to internal factionalism’ that undermined political leaders’ 
capacity to lead. So fraught with internal dissent and suspicion, each 
community was ‘incapable of presenting leaders who can negotiate and 
institutions that can accurately represent the community’s views’ (Enloe: 
1973, 169-71). It is in that context that conventional diplomacy had to 
take the lead and resulted in the British and Irish governments signing the 
Anglo-Irish Agreement in November 1985 and the Belfast Agreement in 
April 1998. It was as if Britain and Ireland with the blessing of the interna-
tional community had established themselves as a prestigious third party 
to oversee (and bring a sense of urgency to) the Northern Ireland problem: 

Third parties who are prestigeful, powerful and skillful may de-
liberately facilitate a constructive resolution of a conflict by us-
ing their prestige and power to encourage such a resolution and 
by helping provide the problem-solving resources (institutions, 
facilities, personnel, social norms and procedures) to expedite dis-
covery of a mutually satisfactory solution (Deutsch: 1973, 376). 

Deutsch listed seven functions that a third party must perform in helping 
conflicting parties come to a constructive resolution of their conflict. One 
of these concerns the need to alter the asymmetries in motivation, power 
or legitimacy between the parties. Another necessary precondition for 
conflict regulation to develop is to make both sides of a conflict part of 
a common community. It is at this point that the role of track two diplo-
macy comes into play in the interstices between “high politics” (strategy 
steered by politicians and officials) and “low politics” (the adaptations 
of civil society). Track Two is not a substitute for government-to-govern-
ment or leader-to-leader contact. At a general level ‘it seeks to promote 
an environment in a political community, through the education of pub-
lic opinion, that would make it safer for public opinion to take risks for 
peace’ (Montville, 1986: see too Arthur, 1990, and Jarman 2008). 

Diplomacy is not a precise science, so we have to allow for the role 
of unpredictability, of serendipity, of randomness and, above all, confu-
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sion. In that respect only limited claims should be made on behalf of 
unofficial diplomacy. Much of the three decades before the 1998 Agree-
ment was signed was spent analyzing the nature of the problem. The po-
litical scientist, Richard Rose, famously wrote in 1976 that the problem 
was that there was no solution. The four failed internal initiatives lent 
credence to this view and demonstrated that having no cognitive frame-
work about a conflict is perhaps better than having a wrong cognitive 
framework, ‘which is what happens when you prematurely close in on 
an understanding. There are no correct understandings but there are very 
bad ones’ (Arthur, 1998). Searching for an understanding was one of the 
functions of unofficial diplomacy.

Dialogue 

In its formative years Northern Ireland was described as ‘a soci-
ety without empathy’ where in the absence of peace it enjoyed at 
best ‘a tranquillity of communal deterrence’ (Wright, 1987). It dis-
played a lack of self-reflection, an inability to engage in dialogue: 

It is ideally via dialogue that we become clearer who we are, that we 
express what is important to us,  that we check out the intelligibil-
ity and the appropriateness of our goals and purposes, and so forth. 
Dialogue is the vehicle par excellence of the search for authentic 
self-interpretations, not least because it is constituted by relations of 
reciprocity and recognition. Such relations are so important because 
their absence goes a long way towards explaining why individually 
and collectively we often find ourselves struggling with frustrat-
ing self-interpretations, perhaps ones that demean us (Porter, 1996). 

Establishing relations of reciprocity and recognition is at the heart of 
Track Two exercises and is approached through an analysis of the partic-
ular conflict. Analysis takes many shapes and forms. It can be part of the 
normal thrust of political discourse; of informed commentary in media 
and academia; in exercises in track two diplomacy; or in our capacity to 
tell stories one to another. That is why it is so appropriate that this semi-
nar is being conducted in a School of Communication. 

Telling stories, creating narratives, is non-threatening. It can be done 
in a structured manner- as it was in South Africa for example, in what 
was known as the Mont Fleur project, which was described by one of 
its progenitors as ‘the gentle art of re-perceiving’ – how we have to re-
perceive our fixed positions. It was about establishing networks and un-
derstandings and, ultimately, changing hardened opinions. It was about 
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communication. If I can quote one expert on this question of political 
communication: “Communication entails recognition of the other, and 
the awareness of being separate and different from and strange to one 
another opens up potentials of creative searches for dialogue, and for 
understanding the other” (Sofer: 1997). This is also the essence of nego-
tiations. Reaching common ground is not necessarily a product of similar 
opinions. And that precisely is where unofficial diplomacy has a major 
role to play. It produces the luxury of time and of privacy where we can 
begin to recognize the ‘other’. 

But it can be conducted in the public domain as well. It is encapsu-
lated in John Hume’s Nobel Lecture (1998), which was directed to his 
co-winner, David Trimble: “I think that David Trimble would agree that 
this Nobel prize for peace is in the deepest sense a powerful recognition 
of the compassion and humanity of all the people we represent between 
us. Endlessly our people gathered their strength to face another day, and 
they never stopped encouraging their leaders to find the courage, and 
resolve the situation so that our children could look to the future with a 
smile of hope.” 

To take another example: Seamus Heaney’s 1995 Nobel lecture, 
called “Crediting Poetry”, was a wonderful example of bringing politics 
and art together. Essentially he was concerned with political negotiation 
in the context of transcendence. Heaney mused on the fact that only the 
‘very stupid or the very deprived can any longer help knowing that the 
documents of civilization have been written in blood and tears. Blood 
and tears no less real for being very remote. And when this intellectual 
predisposition coexists with actualities of Ulster and Israel and Bosnia 
and Rwanda, and a host of other the wounded spots on the face of the 
earth, the inclination is not only not to credit human nature with much 
constructive potential, but not to credit anything too positive in the work 
of art’. And so he goes to look at how the poet sitting at his desk can deal 
with the harsh realities. He paints a very bleak picture, but at the end he 
says ‘art can rise to the occasion.’ 

He took one very harrowing incident that occurred in 1976, in what 
was known as the Kingsmills massacre, when ten workmen on a winter’s 
night returning from their work were stopped in the dark of evening and 
shot dead. They are held at gunpoint on a lonely stretch on the road on 
their way home. One of the executioners asked that if there were any 
Catholics among them they were to step out of line. As it was, there was 
only one Catholic, and the assumption was that this was a loyalist gang 
intent on killing only Catholics. Heaney continues, “It was a terrible mo-
ment for him- caught between dread and witness. But he did make a 
motion to step forward. Then – the story goes – in that split second of 
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decision, and in the relative cover of the winter evening darkness, he felt 
the hand of the Protestant worker next to him take his hand and squeeze 
it in a signal that said ‘No. Do not move. We will not betray you. Nobody 
needs to know what faith, or party you belong to.’ All in vain however, 
for the man stepped out of line. But instead of finding a gun at his temple, 
he was pushed away as the gunmen opened fire on those remaining in the 
line; for these were not Protestant terrorists, but members, presumably, 
of the Provisional IRA’. 

Now, having told that story, he reflected that it is difficult at times 
to repress the thought that history is about as instructive as an abattoir. 
That Tacitus was right, and that peace is merely the desolation left be-
hind after the decisive operations. But then he carried that through with 
a sort of moment of light. He said ‘the birth of the future we desire, is 
surely in the contraction which that terrified Catholic felt on the roadside 
when another hand gripped his hand – not in the gunfire that followed, 
so absolute and so desolate. It is also so much a part of the music of what 
happens.” 

Heaney was describing an act of transcendence, and it can take many 
forms. It can be an act, it can be a narrative, it can be a person. Its im-
portance lies in a definition provided by Byron Bland “connecting what 
violence has severed”. This particular incident was important in its own 
right- that many acts of heroism are by their nature, unnoticed.  They do 
not make the history. But it is these small acts of transcendence that have 
a major role to play in moving a conflict forward. 

 I stress the role that the ordinary person can play simply because it 
has been underplayed. The high politics is much better known. One can 
easily list the landmarks on the road to the 1998 agreement: a statement 
by President Jimmy Carter in August 1977; the burgeoning British-Irish 
diplomatic relationship from 1980 culminating in the signing of Anglo-
Irish Agreement (November 1985); talks between the SDLP and SF in 
1988, and between an emissary of the British government and a republi-
can representative in 1993; the creation of a Forum for Peace and Recon-
ciliation in the Republic of Ireland which brought SF into the democratic 
process; the Downing Street Declaration; the Framework Document and 
finally the Agreement itself. 

Equally credit has been paid to the exogenous factors: the collapse of 
the Berlin wall, the demise of communism as an aggressive ideology in 
geopolitics, the end of apartheid and South Africa’s removal from pariah 
status; the Oslo Accord; the role particularly of the Clinton presidency. 
All of these freed republican and loyalist paramilitaries to reassess their 
old modes of thinking and to learn from peace processes elsewhere.
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Track Two

The Carnegie Convention on Preventing Deadly Violence report (1998) 
acknowledged that Track Two was ‘increasingly the diplomacy of choice 
for problems beyond the reach of official efforts’. But we should not give 
it too much credence, because there were instances were it went very 
badly wrong. One was in 1972, when two American academics brought a 
group of people out of Northern Ireland into Scotland for a week, and the 
whole thing was an absolute disaster. It was just very badly organized. 

A second was in 1988 when a Lutheran pastor brought together four 
players from the main parties – that is from the SDLP, the DUP, the UUP 
and the Alliance Party – to a workshop in Duisberg, Germany. We need 
to remember that Track Two is not about negotiation: it is simply about 
trying to find some common ground. It is not about mediation. The pastor 
introduced, without the knowledge of any of the others, a representative 
for the provisional SF – and the whole thing just broke up disastrously. 
And then it was leaked to the media. And the people who had partici-
pated in that had to go to some lengths to save their own political careers.  
When we consider that one of them was Peter Robinson of the DUP who 
has played a crucial role in getting us to where we are today – we can see 
that these things can go very badly wrong (Arthur: 1990). 

I have been engaged in many Track Two exercises since 1990 and I 
want to describe some of the activity. I will not be comprehensive it at 
least two respects: I am not going to give equal weight to each exercise 
since some have been more useful than others, and it has to be remem-
bered that the series of workshops that I have been involved in have been 
more agglutinative than sequential. That is, they were not conceived ini-
tially as part of a package. What were generally in response to offers 
from external third parties to assist the political process. The sum total of 
these meetings had, I believe, a positive incremental effect on the formal 
political negotiations. 

Secondly, given the discreet nature of Track Two initiatives, it is pos-
sible that others have taken place without my knowledge. For example 
the NDI – the National Democratic Institute – held a number of work-
shops with the Northern Ireland parties, but the emphasis had been on 
training and technique, rather than peer learning. They organized a very 
famous Track Two initiative, in South Africa in mid-1997, when all the 
parties were brought together. On that occasion Nelson Mandela found 
that he had to re-impose apartheid because the loyalists refused to be in 
the same room as SF, and he had to do the same speech twice. 

It is not my intention to cover all of these activities but simply to 
draw out some commonalities. Our first two meetings – in the U.S. and 
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France in January and August 1990 respectively – illustrate the merits 
of proactivity. We chose ‘Northern Ireland in Europe after 1992.’ as the 
central discussion point for both meetings because the Single European 
Act was being enacted in 1992, and we wanted the participants to begin 
to think where will Northern Ireland sit in this new political dispensa-
tion. We had to recall that the EU was a model of conflict resolution - that 
is, with the exception of Northern Ireland and the Basque country. The 
EU was moving ahead with the notion of a Europe of Regions and the 
politicians there were asked to think ‘what is Europe going to look like 
after 1992?  What can you do that will give Northern Ireland a more 
prominent role to play in this wider entity?’ It was a good topic because 
it meant that people could spend a week in seclusion, where they could 
tease out potential scenarios and deal with something which was non-
threatening but which had great potential for them. 

That is why we followed through in August in Grenoble in France, 
because Grenoble is in Region Rhone-Alpes, and Region Rhone-Alpes 
had already begun its own axis of development with Bad-Wurtemburg 
in Germany, with Catalonia in Spain, and Lombardy in Italy. They were 
demonstrating that it was possible to bypass central government and 
take their own initiatives. These two meetings produced a product - the 
Northern Ireland Center in Europe (NICE) – that enabled politicians and 
the business community to establish their own office in Brussels in the 
interests of Northern Ireland. After our first meeting I commissioned a 
paper on the feasibility of such an office; and the time in Grenoble was 
used to examine the practicalities of how such a Center would work by 
studying the experience of Region Rhones-Alpes.   

NICE was a cooperative venture between the business community 
and the political class. Here was an example of a group of much ma-
ligned politicians producing a product which has had a positive impact, 
and which exists (in different form) to this day. One of the reasons why 
it did succeed was there was no media attention. I had informed some 
journalists privately that a few academics were putting this together. So 
they ignored us. At the end of the process the politicians released their 
own statement but not until the commissioned Report on NICE had been 
produced. We need to keep in mind that these workshops were taking 
place against a backdrop of continuous tension, where politicians have 
often adopted adversarial positions. The absence of the media means 
there was no need to strike poses. 

A parallel can be drawn from the Oslo process. If I can quote from 
that: “Our quiet meetings proved to have several advantages. The news 
media, which focus on what divides, rather than what unites, were not 
involved. There was no time consuming diplomatic protocols to be fol-
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lowed and no speeches to the gallery. The participants in the official and 
public negotiation appeared to spend 100 per cent of their time blaming 
one another, whereas the negotiators in Norway spent 90 per cent of their 
time awake, meals included, in real negotiation. The many mutual acts of 
provocation and acts of violence in the field did not derail the efforts of 
the negotiators as they did the official channel in Washington” (Egeland: 
1994).

The parallel with Oslo is not precise because it was about negotiation. 
The Northern Ireland workshops were more modest. But the absence of 
the media and the opportunity to build on a collegial spirit should not be 
underestimated. The workshop settings tend to be formal and formidable. 
They enabled the participants to hone their political skills. Leisure time 
allowed for building personal relationships and trust. And the location 
was important – in particular the need to move out of Northern Ireland, 
and away from the continuing hostilities. 

So, Track Two can be helpful. It is there to work in parallel with 
Track One. As one of its progenitors explains it is:

conceived of as several levels of process designed to assist official 
leadership in the task of resolving, or in the first instance manag-
ing, conflict by exploring possible solutions out of public view and 
without the requirement to formally negotiate or bargain for advan-
tage. Track two diplomacy on its more focused level seeks political 
formulae or scenarios which might satisfy the basic security and 
esteem needs of all parties to a dispute (Montville: 1986). 

The question of participation is a vital matter in terms of the workshop 
teams and the role of assisting third parties. Ideally, politicians need to 
be tolerant, respected, and representative. Now, all of those are relative 
terms. It has to be dictated to some extent the relationship between the 
third party and individual politicians. Tolerance simply means a willing-
ness to listen to and work with others. Since the politicians were willing 
to participate, they were, ipso facto, tolerant. Dialogue could be robust at 
times, and some workshops reflected, more than others, rising tensions 
on the ground in Northern Ireland at the time. But it was always pursued 
in a civilized and inquiring manner. In a divided society, a respected 
politician who has the capacity to transcend that division is a very rare 
bird indeed. In this context, “respected” means within one’s own com-
munity. They need not necessarily hold official positions, and it may be 
an advantage to target emerging talents. 

Two criteria were adopted in the workshops under discussion, the 
delegates were either potentially part of their respective negotiating 
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teams, or were perceived as emerging leaders. The result was that the 
workshops were dominated primarily by the secondary leaderships. 

The question of representation is more problematic and may have 
some relationship to the role of a third party. My standing with indi-
vidual politicians was crucial. Besides a sustained effort to involve the 
same cadre of politicians throughout, the selection of politicians tended 
to be self-fulfilling. Initially I approached politicians with whom I had 
some previous relationship- either from interviewing them for academic 
projects, or from being involved with them in other conferences. The 
common denominator was a degree of trust and mutual respect had been 
established. In every instance, I called on the same cadre of politicians 
and if leading members were not available they would nominate like- 
minded individuals. The result was that a small group of politicians be-
came versed in a process of shared learning.

Clearly there was a certain arbitrariness in the selection of partici-
pants. It was my judgement that two party leaders were hostile to the 
process. Instead I made a conscious effort to identify those who would 
make a political impact in the longer term and who represented a newer 
generation. Total consistency was impossible because much depended on 
the vagaries of parliamentary and personal timetables. More important 
was that parties had accepted that this type of initiative complemented 
track-one efforts.

Rather than describe all our meetings I will concentrate on three and 
draw out a number of lessons. Some workshops (those concerned with 
a Bill of Rights and human rights culture) were more technical and aca-
demic than political. Some were set in academic surroundings – a prob-
lem-solving workshop at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard 
that became an annual event. All reflected the political realities on the 
ground. It was impossible, for example, to engage with SF and loyal-
ist representatives until decommissioning of all paramilitary weapons 
entered the equation. And all were about being as inclusive and collegial 
as possible.

One case study illustrates the potential that track-two carries. In 1994 
the four major constitutional parties (UUP, SDLP, DUP and Alliance) 
were represented at a fact finding mission to South Africa organized in 
conjunction with the Council of Europe and IDASA (Institute for De-
mocracy in South Africa). In South Africa we looked at every point on 
the political spectrum and consulted widely with civil society. It was a 
very valuable experience that taught us three lessons that played into the 
peace process in Northern Ireland. 

First thing we learned was the significance of technical committees 
when there is a  highly politicized problem. If left in the hands of poli-
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ticians a solution may not be available. I have policing in mind. The 
root-and-branch reform of the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) was a 
prerequisite of the peace process and the government appointed a Com-
mission chaired by Lord Patten. Political opinion was so divided on the 
issue that only a third party with a great degree of expertise could rescue 
the situation. Patten made 175 recommendations, most of which have 
been implemented, and the RUC was replaced by the Police Service of 
Northern Ireland (PSNI). It has been one of the successes of the whole 
process and demonstrates the utility of technical committees.

The second was a concept – “sufficient consensus” – that is there at 
the heart of the 1998 Agreement. It stresses a shift from majoritarianism 
towards the notion of  concurrent majorities. Indeed in a major speech 
in May 2007 the former First Minister, David Trimble, argued that suf-
ficient consensus was an important factor in bringing the UUP to the 
table. 

The third lesson was learned by the DUP with the bald question: is it 
safe to be outside the process? This followed meetings in particular with 
the Inkatha Freedom Party and the Conservative party. Both of those 
had remained outside the South African negotiations and were judged to 
be impotent. The DUP recognized the futility of being on the outside – 
better to be inside to modify it so that you change it. Hence in 1998 the 
DUP opposed the Agreement but took their seats on the Executive. Over 
the following decade the party worked to change the nature of the 1998 
Agreement; by 2007, as the largest party in the new Assembly, they felt 
confident enough to go into coalition government with SF, the UUP and 
SDLP. 

The third I wish to allude to was held in Belfast in June 1995 on 
the back of the republican and loyalist ceasefires of August and October 
1994 respectively. It was organized by “The Project on Justice in Times 
of Transition”, a United States NGO, of which I was a member of its 
international advisory board. We sought support from U.S., the British 
and Irish governments. We had one specific rule and that is that no party 
had the right to veto. We were going to invite every party including SF 
and representatives of the loyalist paramilitary parties. We held a three-
day meeting in the center of Belfast and got very serious media cover-
age from it. We brought people from other conflicts from around the 
world. The South African government was represented We had people 
from troubled spots in Latin America - El Salvador and Nicaragua. We 
had people from Eastern Europe coming out of communism. Israel and 
Palestine was represented. We had a very simple methodology: tell your 
story. How did you make a breakthrough? What were the mistakes that 
you made? What are the lessons that might be learned? You are not here 
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to preach, you are simply here to tell stories. And that is what they did. 
Out of that some very important alliances were established. So that 

meeting took place. The opening address was given by the Nobel Peace 
Prize winner, President Oscar Arias of Costa Rica. His address was in-
spirational. In that room we had representatives from across the political 
spectrum including some who were not on ceasefire. Everyone agreed 
that this was a very useful meeting. It led to the first public handshake 
between a British Minister and senior SF representatives. The symbol-
ism was crucial.  Its success enabled us to build up a whole series of 
workshops. We held annual meetings at Harvard every summer. We 
started in 1990 with only three political parties. Towards the end of the 
decade we had representation from fifteen parties from Northern Ireland, 
the Republic of Ireland and Great Britain. 

My general point is that all of these exercises were incremental. They 
start with very modest aims. They end with very modest achievements. 
But there was something going on behind the scenes when the official 
dialogue appeared at times not to be going very far. And because the of-
ficial dialogue was being conducted in public, politicians were playing 
to the media. So these exercises can be important in simply building up 
trust over a period of time - in trying to relate to who are the key people; 
in trying to make them totally inclusive when the official process is not 
necessarily inclusive; and in getting the support of the governments. 

Conclusion

The final workshop with which I was involved was at Harvard Universi-
ty in June 2004. It was unusual in that it was for one party only, the DUP. 
Its sessions were concerned with ‘Negotiating in the Face of Resistance’, 
‘The Science and Art of Persuasion’ and ‘The Art of Leadership’. The 
composition of the workshop and the session titles were revealing. Nor-
mally Track Two does not concern itself with final status issues; these 
sessions were preparing a political party for that process. The fact that 
the DUP attended indicated a trust in the process and suggested that that 
party was in the serious business of contemplating the unthinkable - en-
tering into government with SF. It also suggested the degree to which the 
DUP was made up of a coalition of interests who were heavily reliant 
on the charismatic leadership of the Rev. Ian Paisley. Indeed their final 
decision was that any decision taken would mean the imprimatur of their 
party leader.

That workshop demonstrated again that track two has the potential 
to make dialogue more open and brainstorming more creative. Because 
it is not restrained by formal protocols, it can “generate new ideas for 
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settlement,” which can eventually be fed back into political debate. The 
face-to-face character of unofficial contacts is important because it al-
lows individuals to build trust and overcome isolation. It can be a crucial 
factor in the success of track one. Track two also assisted the formal 
initiative in that the modest ends of “process promotion” (and less fre-
quently “problem solving”) were not considered to be threatening either 
to the participants or to those in control of the official process.

The experience of all the workshops suggests that while they may 
be studied discretely we should not ignore their incremental effect. In 
that respect, they helped a key cadre of politicians gain from the process 
at a technical level and learn to trust one another. At the very least, the 
politicians became familiar with one another in the official bilateral and 
multilateral meetings conducted by government. It may be that they par-
ticipated without very high general expectations. Yet, in some instances, 
there were palpable products – emotional, intellectual and institutional. 
Common themes emerged, and there was a commonality on how to use 
the process.

The process was credible and reflective – credible in that partici-
pants became advocates for the process, and while naturally they used 
it to present their own positions, they also demonstrated a capacity to 
grow and learn. The process was reflective in that participants absorbed 
considerable new information, technical and otherwise. Many of them 
matured as a result of the process. With the passage of time, the process 
became more inclusive of diverse voices from Northern Ireland. Indeed, 
a group dynamic had been established as early as 1990. On the last day 
of the Grenoble meeting, one politician asserted that “contacts are now 
established and we do not need academics to keep them up”. Neverthe-
less academics were called upon in the intervening years.

While the initiatives did not complement directly the official media-
tion, participants certainly used their unofficial experience to rehearse 
positions taken up at the formal level. In particular, unionist politicians 
realized that they were in danger of being marginalized by the intergov-
ernmental dynamic; and that gave track two an added urgency. Again 
it is important to remember that the process is meant to complement 
the formal negotiations rather than be a constraint. The same comments 
from two participants from opposing camps – that people should not get 
engaged in “solution-mongering” and that matters can be much more re-
laxed when participants realize that there is no hidden agenda - suggests 
that the process has a real role to play.

It is impossible to quantify the success (or otherwise) of track two 
initiatives because once we move outside a tiny elite of politicians, ques-
tions have to be asked about its utility in the wider community. There 
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is little evidence that many of the participants attempted to disseminate 
their experience to a wider audience. We have noted some successes and 
failures. If one is to take any satisfaction out of the process it can be 
found in the surprising number of the present Northern Ireland Executive 
who had been participants in many of these workshops.
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Bob Peirce began his appointment as British Consul General at 
Los Angeles in June 2005. Before that, from October 1999, he 
was head of the Political and Public Affairs sections of the British 
Embassy in Washington.

He joined the British Diplomatic Service in 1977 and has 
served in China and Hong Kong and at the United Nations in 
New York, and has also done a consultancy in Uganda. He was 
Private Secretary to three British Foreign Secretaries (equivalent 
of the U.S. Secretary of State) – Sir Geoffrey Howe, Mr. John 
Major and Mr. Douglas Hurd. 

Bob Peirce was twice a member of the Hong Kong Government, in the 1980s and 
again in the 1990s, and from 1993 to 1997 he was the Secretary responsible for Hong 
Kong’s external affairs under Governor Chris Patten. He was involved for most of the 
period from 1979 to 1997 in the negotiations with China culminating in the handover of 
Hong Kong to China in 1997.

Before going to Washington, Bob Peirce was the Chief Executive, under Chris Pat-
ten’s Chairmanship, of the Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland 
whose 1999 report has formed the basis of policing reforms in Northern Ireland, fol-
lowing the peace agreement reached in 1998. The report has been hailed by policing 
experts around the world as a seminal document for policing in a democratic society. In 
Washington he continued to work with police departments in the United Kingdom and 
the United States, developing strong links and best practice exchanges between the two 
countries, which have proved invaluable since the attacks of the 11th of September 2001 
and subsequent events.

The Patten Commission and Policing 
in Northern Ireland

Bob Peirce
I am going to talk about policing in Northern Ireland and in particular 
about the Patten Commission: technically the Independent Commis-
sion on Policing for Northern Ireland.  Let me start with an observa-
tion about the wider context drawn from my three years working on 
the UN Security Council in the early 1990s.  That was the time when 
the United Nations emerged from the cold war and suddenly started 
actually to do things, and achieved quite a lot of good, but then had a 
whole lot of extra tasks heaped on top of it.  It was clear that in every 
conflict situation, policing was critical; and if you did not plan for a 
policing element in any UN intervention, then things did not go at all 
well.  One of the flaws in planning for the Iraq war was that people 
forgot the importance of policing until very late in the day.   I say that 
up front because I think that what has happened in Northern Ireland 
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can inform conflict resolution and peacekeeping operations in any 
part of the globe.

Background

In early May 1998 right after the Good Friday agreement, the North-
ern Ireland Secretary asked Chris Patten to chair the policing com-
mission, and he called me and asked me if I would do it with him, as 
basically his right hand man and I was very glad to do it. I had no par-
ticular prior connection with Northern Ireland, and while I had some 
experience of working with police, I certainly was not chosen for my 
policing credentials. I was chosen because Chris wanted someone he 
trusted, and I had worked with him for some years in Hong Kong. We 
had then a number of other commissioners. We had one very senior 
representative of or rather from nationalist community of Northern 
Ireland.  Nobody was representing anything other than themselves. 
A former civil servant and sort of polymathic figure, Senator in the 
Dublin parliament, wonderful man, Maurice Hayes. Peter Smith, who 
was a senior lawyer from the unionist tradition in Northern Ireland. 
We had a retired British police officer; we had two Americans, one 
of whom was head of John Jay College of Criminal Justice; we had 
a lady who was the Secretary for Public Safety in the Massachusetts 
government who had been a police officer; we had an academic; and 
we had a businesswoman. So, it was a mixed commission with ev-
erybody representing themselves. We were basically a technical com-
mission. We were set up because the politicians found the issue of po-
licing too difficult because, in Northern Ireland, policing had become 
completely politicized. 

The issue of policing turns on two things: the first is who the po-
lice represent or who they are seen to represent.  The second is how 
they perform.  In Northern Ireland the main problem was what they 
were seen to represent, to both parts of the community. It was not so 
much about how they were performing in terms of keeping crime 
levels low. 

The police had become a symbol of the constitutional argument 
at the root of the Northern Ireland problem: the argument of whether 
Northern Ireland was a part of Britain, or part of Ireland.  The police 
represented the state, which is not something that normally happens in 
policing English style/British style, or in America. The police do not 
represent the state. In America there is the police of Los Angeles, of 
Chicago, county police and so on.  In Britain there are regional police 
departments; we have London’s Metropolitan Police and police for 
Manchester and so forth. They represent different pieces of the state; 
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different pieces of the country.  Elsewhere in the world, police can be, 
and usually are, coterminous with the state. But that is not the Anglo-
American way.  In Northern Ireland, for historical reasons, the police 
were coterminous with the state, and I think that was a problem. 

In Northern Ireland the police force was very centrally organized.  
There was also something about its name – the Royal Ulster Con-
stabulary – and we heard a lot of views about whether the name was 
really that important or whether it was an excuse to have a problem 
with the police.  But the fact of the matter is that the name was, in 
some ways, a constitutional statement.  It said something about Brit-
ain rather than Ireland. The other way in which the police were not 
representative of the community as a whole was the composition, of 
the police. They were only 8% Catholic in a country which is 45% 
Catholic, and the rest were Protestant or “other”. I do not quite know 
who the “others” were, but there were one or two.  Maybe that is 
where the atheists were hiding.  So the police were seen by many in 
the nationalist community as representatives of Unionism and Brit-
ain.  Many in the mainstream unionist community regarded the po-
lice, and some of them were crass enough to talk about the police, as 
“our police”, not meaning “our” as Northern Ireland police, but “our” 
as in Unionist police. 

The loyalist community – the people who wanted to defend the 
Union by violent means – had as much of a problem with the police as 
the extremists on the other side of the argument.  It is worth remem-
bering that the first of the 302 police officers killed in the Troubles, 
and the last, were both killed by loyalist paramilitaries, not by the 
IRA or others on the nationalist side of the argument. That is an im-
portant fact because it reminds us that police are very often stuck in 
the middle. If you think about the old scenes of marching and pub-
lic order – difficulties in Northern Ireland – you have got police in 
the middle, trying to separate two communities who want to have at 
each other. Both communities have a problem with police. From the 
nationalist side, the police represent unionism, and from the loyalist 
side, the police were protecting the Catholics. We heard this all the 
time when we spoke with cops. They were fed up with being stuck in 
the middle, of basically being the center of the constitutional debate, 
and not policing in a normal way. 

The Commission at Work

We decided to go about our duties by talking to the people rather than 
by talking to the politicians. That is not to say we did not talk to the 
politicians – we did; we talked to all of them – but they had handed 
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the problem to us because they could not sort it out.  When you talked 
to the politicians they took the position that you would have expected. 
On the one side, the police had to be dramatically transformed or 
disbanded, and on the other side it was absolutely nothing must be 
done to change the Royal Ulster Constabulary. So, that was going to 
be a pretty sterile route, and there was no point in trying to build a 
bridge between those two positions. So what we decided to do was go 
straight to the people. 

People are very often more intelligent than those they elect to 
represent them. And I think this was a classic case of that.  We went 
to talk to the people.  We did about 40 town hall meetings, to which 
I would give mixed reviews, as not everybody would be totally frank 
in public and some tended towards grandstanding.  We also had hun-
dreds and hundreds of private meetings with ordinary folk, as well as 
more elevated folk. What came through, whether they were Catholic, 
nationalist, loyalist or whatever, was that everybody wanted the same 
kind of policing.  Everybody wanted their schools to be safe, they 
wanted to see cops on the streets, they wanted cops to be responsive 
to their problems and they wanted cops that they could relate to. But 
what they had was cops who were hidden behind fortified walls in 
their police stations and who would emerge from there when they 
had to in armored vehicles.  When the police responded it would be 
a different team every time. There was no continuity.  People did not 
feel that they had what has now come to be termed ‘community polic-
ing.’  People felt remote from the police.  This was an extreme form 
of what happened everywhere in policing in the 1970s, 80s and 90s. 
It was something that resonated very strongly with the Americans on 
the commission, and with the police departments in the United States 
and elsewhere which we visited to learn about what was happening 
in policing.   

Our travels were significant in themselves.  We travelled because 
we decided that our objective should be not just to sort out this prob-
lem and compromise, but to create a model for policing everywhere 
in the world.  We wanted Northern Ireland to have a police depart-
ment that was not only acceptable to the people in the communities 
there but one that would be the best police service in the world.  And 
we wanted the commission’s report to be something that people all 
over the world would look at if they were considering how to police a 
divided society. Whether it was something new – like a former repub-
lic of Yugoslavia, or whether it was something established – like Los 
Angeles or Baltimore.  Every society has something of the problems 
that Northern Ireland has; there are always divisions. The American 
police departments, and the UK ones as well, all told us that they had 
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come to realize that ‘response driven’ policing was not the way to go. 
Everybody had been driven off the beat and into their police stations.  
While not everyone had fortresses like those in Northern Ireland, all 
seemed to be mainly in their police stations responding to calls and 
then whizzing all over town in cars rather than talking to people on 
the street.  The standard of performance had become response time – 
how soon could you get to the scene of the incident. They were not in 
the business of problem solving policing. They were not in the busi-
ness of knowing a neighborhood and understanding what was going 
on in that neighborhood to cause crime and to cause various public 
safety issues. And you just cannot do that unless you are really in the 
community, getting to know people. 

Now one can understand how it happened in Northern Ireland, 
and sympathize a lot with officers who decided not to go in to certain 
areas and hobnob with the people and understand the problems, be-
cause, as you know, they were getting stoned, they were getting shot 
at and it would not have been a smart thing to do.  Northern Ireland 
was simply an extreme form of something that had happened to po-
licing elsewhere in our societies, in Britain and in the United States.  
There is been a lot of progress in policing since the early 90s in this 
country and in my country and we were able to tap into that; and not 
only to tap into it, but leapfrog over what was going on elsewhere, 
because we had an opportunity for a dramatic transformation of po-
licing because it was generally recognized that that was necessary in 
Northern Ireland.  When we talked to people, it was very clear that 
they wanted a different kind of policing. They wanted a police sta-
tion you could actually walk into. They wanted cops to be attending 
to issues, like domestic violence and drugs being peddled outside of 
schools, that cannot be handled from an armored car.  There was a 
general underlying wish to see a major transformation in Northern 
Ireland. We had that opportunity.  

Recommendations

What did we recommend? First of all we recommended the reorienta-
tion of the mission of policing: a reinvention of the wheel. If you go 
back to Robert Peel, who basically invented modern policing first in 
Ireland and then in Britain, and read what he wrote about policing, 
you could be reading the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
He saw the purpose of policing as to guarantee the rights of all citi-
zens. Our first chapter of recommendations just placed policing back 
where it should be, with its purpose as maintaining order and creating 
a framework in which everybody can enjoy their legitimate rights, 
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not “policing people”.  We recommended that that principle should 
be drilled into officers throughout their training.  We believed that the 
trainees needed more than a course with an hour on human rights on 
day 17; it should be the underlying point of policing.

Accountability

We made an enormous number of recommendations on accountabil-
ity.  This is an area where Northern Ireland now truly leads the world.  
To achieve this we changed the structure of the police. I mentioned 
before how centralized it had become.  This inevitably happens in 
a conflict situation; the police become militarized and the structure 
hierarchical.  We flattened the structure and we broke up the basic 
commands around the country. And we had accountability at the local 
level as well as the central level. The main instrument of accountabil-
ity is a thing called the policing board which we called the policing 
board, not the police board. It is now frequently referred to as the 
police board. I think a lot of people forget that what we were address-
ing here was policing, not just the police, because at the core was our 
message that policing was not something that needs to be done by a 
disciplined force to a community, but with the community. Everybody 
has a responsibility in that respect. And it starts with the policing 
board, which includes both elected politicians – a slight majority of 
elected politicians in the proportion with which they are in the North-
ern Ireland Assembly – and also a number of unelected people who 
are selected (a mixture of expertise or representing different sectors 
of the community, like trade unions or whatever). It is a development 
of the police board system in England and Wales but it goes much fur-
ther; it has more powers than the police boards in England and Wales. 
And, I think that has proved to be a tremendous success.

The policing board has worked surprisingly well, and its first great 
victory was to be able to agree on something that we in the Patten 
Commission had not been able to agree on: the issue of the name and 
the symbols.  We slightly dodged that question because we thought 
quite honestly that the people of Northern Ireland should agree on 
their own symbols for the police, rather than have us design some-
thing with the correct balance of harps and crowns.  We just handed 
that question over to the policing board.  It was quite a test but they 
passed it in two seconds flat.  They got off to a good start and I think 
they have been generally quite a success.  The system filters down to 
the district levels, where there is a sort of mini policing commission/
board, called the District Policing Partnerships, interacting with the 
commander of each division. Without actually breaking up the police 
department into several different departments, because, after all, we 
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are talking about a small place – we are talking about a place with 
only 1.7 million people – so we would not want to have 20 different 
police departments.  But, because each division has a local account-
ability mechanism, there is a sense of ownership and consultation at 
that local level. 

The accountability mechanisms go way beyond that.  This was 
absolutely crucial to the whole enterprise. It was an essential part of 
the process of conveying the message that these are your police. And 
they need to hear from you regularly on what you want them to do. 
And it works both ways; it is very good for the police. Normally if 
you talk about the police becoming more accountable there is, under-
standably, a lot of wariness beforehand: ‘how are these people who do 
not know anything about policing going to tell me what I should be 
doing…’  Actually, it is very good for a Police Chief to have a group 
like that to consult, because then the buck does not completely stop 
at his desk; and when difficulties occur, the fact that you have taken 
your priorities from a community board can become your explana-
tion for why you were focusing on this, and not focusing on that. The 
community will have to set the priorities for the police, and help them 
allocate the resources; and the community will have to change those 
allocations and those priorities in response to difficulties that occur. 
It is not just the police officer’s responsibility to anticipate all the 
difficulties that might occur in the region. So, accountability actually 
strengthens a good police chief: a police chief that has good relations 
with his community. 

Policing with the Community

We said a lot more about policing with the community: the principle 
of consultation and finding solutions to difficulties collaboratively. 
Because, the solution to a public safety difficulty may have nothing to 
do with actual policing, it may have something to do with traffic flow, 
or street lighting, all kinds of things that would require people other 
than the police to work with the police.

Normal Policing

We made a lot of recommendations about what I might call ‘normal 
policing’, including more user-friendly police stations, getting out of 
the armored cars, getting out onto the streets.  All that was depen-
dent on improvements in the security situation; you could not ordain 
that somebody should walk unprotected into an area that was still 
extremely dangerous. Though it was remarkable to me the extent to 
which, even when we started our work, there were some officers who 
were prepared to do that.  Extraordinary bravery. 
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Public Order Policing

We looked closely at Public Order policing and especially the issue 
of less-than-lethal weaponry.  It was not that plastic baton rounds 
had killed people recently. The old style ones certainly did result in 
a few deaths in the early years, but they had become a relatively us-
able weapon in certain circumstances. In Northern Ireland you need 
some kind of accurate way of dealing with somebody who was about 
to throw a petrol bomb, or a nail bomb at you. In the U.S.A. that way 
would be live fire. There was not a single police chief anywhere in 
America who told us that they would even think of a less lethal option 
but, in the British Isles that is not good enough. There has to be a less 
lethal option. Pepper spray and the chemical methods used for crowd-
dispersal do not have that kind of accuracy, so we struggled to find an 
alternative to plastic baton rounds.  We could not find anything better.  
Technology was improving baton rounds, but the really good news is 
that the Northern Ireland police have not used the baton rounds much, 
if at all, recently.  Moreover, although we were not able to recom-
mend alternatives to baton rounds, we did recommend changes to the 
way in which they were used. 

Management and IT

We made a lot of recommendations about how the police department 
was managed, and especially the use of information technology (IT).  
The police in Northern Ireland were hopelessly behind in IT.  The old 
RUC had dropped behind because the money was going to security 
and IT was not seen to be security.  IT is actually very important to se-
curity. It is certainly important for normal policing. Information is the 
absolute key to informed, sensible policing. It should guide how you 
deploy and how you organize police work and it has been one of the 
key things in policing reform in this country. The police departments 
that have really begun to bring crime down in this country, all of them 
have a superb  IT system. It takes a few years before the information 
that you gather starts to pay off in terms of improved policing. But 
it is absolutely critical. That is more or less a work in progress in the 
police department now. 

Composition and Recruitment

In terms of composition and recruitment; I mentioned the RUC was 
only 8% Catholic, which was obviously completely unacceptable. 
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And so we recommended a controversial system of recruitment. First 
of all recruitment is not done by police, it is done by an outside agen-
cy. And, more importantly perhaps, we ordained that there should be 
a ratio of 50-50% recruitment of Protestants and Catholics.  It works 
like this: you have to pass an examination and qualify in terms of 
merit; nobody wanted to sacrifice merit. Then you get into a pool and 
the recruiting agency draws from the pool in equal numbers. It is the 
same system used by Harvard University so it had impeccable cre-
dentials.  We got a little flak for that, but much less flak than we had 
expected.   The new recruitment system is working very well.  Plenty 
of Catholic men and women were applying for the police even be-
fore Sinn Féin agreed to support policing and even from Sinn Féin’s 
communities.  Now that Sinn Féin have signed up, it is only going to 
improve further.  In the first five years of the system we went from 
8% Catholic officers to 20% . That is very fast. I have been to police 
departments all over the United States and none changed its ethnic 
composition as fast as that.  How did we do it?  We created a lot of 
vacancies by offering generous packages to people who wanted to 
get out of the police.   But we also had the difficult task of having 
to reduce the size of the police department and yet also increase the 
composition of the not-so minority community.  That meant increas-
ing the amount of recruitment overall.  That too is working surpris-
ingly well.  

Gender

One other encouraging result for which we cannot claim a whole lot of 
credit is the shift in the recruitment of women to the police. There was 
a lot of stuff in the commission report  about how it would be good 
to have more women in the police, but we were unable to make very 
powerful recommendations on that point because we were hamstrung 
by European law.  We were able to do this 50/50 thing on religious 
recruitment because there was no law against that, but we could not 
get around European law to encourage female recruitment. Undoubt-
edly a law that was supposed to protect women actually had the per-
verse effect of not allowing us to help them join the police in larger 
numbers.   But the overall effect of the new situation in Northern 
Ireland, and the reforms in the report succeeded in making policing 
a more attractive job for women.  Now policing is seen as something 
where people can actually use interpersonal skills, which is hard to 
do through armor. Women are applying now in quite large numbers.  
About 40% of each recruitment class is now female.  I was talking to 
the chief of the Northern Ireland police recently about this and I asked 
“well how is retention going?” He said it is still early days but that 
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the signs were looking extraordinarily good. So, we may find that this 
formerly macho paramilitary and hierarchical police department that 
was certainly not known for having large numbers of women in it may 
now be an example of how to recruit and keep women in policing. It 
is a work in progress; but that is a really interesting development. 

Judgment

What is happening now is that the police in Northern Ireland are in-
creasingly being judged by their performance, rather than by what 
they are and who they are.  That is as it should be.  What usually 
happens when you reform a police department is that crime statistics 
go up. That may seem odd, but the reason is that if you have a police 
department that is distrusted by a significant section of the commu-
nity, people do not report crime.  Murders get reported, but you do 
not report domestic violence to a paramilitary police that you hardly 
ever see. Why would you?   We were told while we were going about 
our work that there was not much domestic violence in Northern Ire-
land.  That was just because there was not much reported domestic 
violence. Of course there is exactly the same amount of domestic 
violence as in any other society.  Now it is getting reported.  And there 
are one or two other types of crime where the statistics started to go 
up.  Complaints against the police also go up.  That is a good sign, 
initially. If you get more complaints against the police it tells you that 
people think there is some point in lodging a complaint against the 
police, because there is an investigative process. But after initial rises 
in some of these statistics, there has been quite a good rate of decline 
in a lot of prime categories. And I think that, again, nothing is ever 
as good as it should be, but the good news is that that is the way the 
Northern Ireland police are being judged. And I think that is a really 
great development. 

Conclusion

That in a nutshell is the story of the Patten Commission and its rec-
ommendations. So far, it has worked out very well for policing in 
Northern Ireland and for the wider peace settlement there. I think it 
holds lessons for conflict resolution and divided societies around the 
world.
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Changing Hearts and Minds? 
Television, the Paramilitaries and 

the Peace Process1 
Greg McLaughlin

 
 On Tuesday, 8 May 2007, Ian Paisley and Martin McGuiness were con-
firmed respectively as First Minister and Deputy First Minister of a new 
Northern Ireland executive, providing the international media with im-
ages few people dared predict.  For the local newspapers the next morn-
ing, it was ‘The Day No One Thought Would Ever Happen’ (Belfast 
Telegraph), a day for ‘Shaking Off the Chains of History’ (News Letter). 
And as Irish journalist, Tommy Gorman, put it later, it was a day when 
“politics became the art of the impossible”.2

Hard political negotiation and a dramatic realignment of politics had 
indeed brought these irreconcilable enemies to a power sharing agree-
ment but there is little doubt that a more relaxed and open political and 
cultural atmosphere also played a part in making it possible. The media, 
especially public service broadcasting, certainly felt freer than previous-
ly possible to revise the interpretative and representational frameworks 
they traditionally employed to report the conflict.  But the true effects of 
this paradigm shift – on shaping the politics of the process and influenc-
ing broader public opinion – are much more open to question and dif-
ficult to test in hindsight.  

The question at issue in this paper, then, is this: can we take the me-
dia’s role in the peace process as an example of a cultural intervention 
that transformed public opinion in favor of a political settlement? Or 
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should we consider it only in the most limited sense of an informational 
role?  Previous academic research has accepted the importance of the 
latter but there are clear disagreements about whether they played a more 
ideological, propaganda role as “persuaders for peace”.3

There is, of course, a range of media forms such as film, television 
current affairs and documentary, television drama and situation comedy 
that offer various examples of the changing media paradigm.4 However, 
for reasons of space, I will restrict my comments in this article to televi-
sion current affairs and documentary. First, however, it is important to 
take a brief look at how things used to be if we are to fully understand the 
nature and extent of this paradigm shift and the challenges it presented to 
broadcasters in Britain and Ireland.5

Historical Context

In many ways, the more relaxed representation of the paramilitaries dur-
ing the peace process seems extraordinary in the historical context of 
the conflict in Northern Ireland. In the 1970s and 1980s, British govern-
ment policy sought to criminalize paramilitary violence and empty it of 
political content. Censorship and propaganda were key functions of this 
policy and had a deadening impact on how the media were able to report 
the conflict. The 1980s, in particular, saw public service broadcasting 
come into direct confrontation with the government over a number of 
current affairs programmes and documentaries that appeared to be insuf-
ficiently critical of, or even sympathetic to, terrorists.6  Notable examples 
here include a programme in the BBC’s documentary series Real Lives, 
“At the Edge of the Union” (BBC, 1985) and “Death on the Rock”, a 
Thames Television investigation into the shooting of an IRA unit in Gi-
braltar, in 1988.7 

“At the Edge of the Union” was set in Derry, Northern Ireland’s sec-
ond city, and looked at the lives of two men on opposite sides of the con-
flict: Martin McGuinness, Vice President of the Irish republican party, 
Sinn Féin, and Gregory Campbell, a loyalist politician and member of 
Ian Paisley’s Democratic Unionist Party (DUP). The programme pro-
voked controversy ostensibly because it gave voice to Martin McGuin-
ness whom many suspected was a prominent IRA leader.  More pre-
cisely, in the words of the programme producer, Paul Hamann, it showed 
McGuiness with “a human face”,8 living life in a domestic setting with 
his wife and children. 

The British government initially opposed the broadcast of the film 
and prompted the BBC Board of Governors to review its contents.  This 
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brought the governors into direct conflict with the BBC’s Director Gen-
eral, Alasdair Milne, who saw the government’s interference as a direct 
threat to the Corporation’s independence.  Some of governors objected 
to the programme’s “domestication of the IRA” and their portrayal as 
“loveable people with babies” (O’Carroll) and only relented when the 
producers agreed to re-cut it to include images of IRA violence. Con-
troversies such as these highlight how difficult it was at this time for 
media producers to work outside of the prevailing and very restrictive, 
anti-terrorist propaganda framework: depicting the paramilitary with a 
“human face” or as a “family man” was strongly discouraged.9

The most famous and controversial conflict between the commer-
cial, Independent Television network (ITV) and the government over 
Northern Ireland involved Thames Television and its This Week pro-
gramme, ‘Death on the Rock’, which set out to investigate the circum-
stances surrounding the shooting by British undercover soldiers of three 
members of the IRA in Gibraltar in 1988. The producers came under 
fire from the British government and the right-wing press even before 
their programme was completed and, when it was scheduled to go out, 
the then Foreign Secretary, Sir Geoffrey Howe, pressurized the Inde-
pendent Broadcasting Authority to withhold it. The IBA resisted and 
allowed the programme to be broadcast as scheduled. Even the govern-
ment appointed Windelsham and Rampton inquiry cleared the producers 
of any professional misconduct (1989). BBC Northern Ireland aired its 
own investigation into events at Gibraltar as part of its current affairs 
series, Spotlight. It was broadcast around the same period as ‘Death on 
the Rock’ but was less politically significant in Britain even though it at-
tracted equal measure of condemnation from certain sections of the local 
media and pubic opinion. 

Broadcasting in and from Northern Ireland was made even more dif-
ficult from October 1988 with the introduction of the ‘Broadcast Ban’, a 
set of restrictions for reporting paramilitary organisations or their politi-
cal affiliates and sympathizers. The Ban applied to all British broadcast-
ers and only to material broadcast within the UK. It required editors and 
producers to replace with subtitles or an actor’s voice the directly spoken 
words of people such as Sinn Féin President, Gerry Adams, when they 
appeared as official spokespersons for their organisation. Crucially, the 
Broadcast Ban placed the onus of responsibility on producers to decide 
what was official and what was not, a dilemma that made the produc-
tion process so cumbersome that they fell back on a default position of 
excluding direct interviews as much as possible. It was widely accepted 
that the restrictions were aimed directly at the IRA and Sinn Féin; in-
deed, research has shown a dramatic decline in interviews with Sinn Féin 
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representatives over a one year period, 1988-89 (Henderson, Reilly and 
Miller), during which time, unknown to most people, the British govern-
ment was engaging in secret talks with the IRA about ways to end their 
military campaign. 

Although the Ban remained in force until the first IRA ceasefire in 
1994, the peace process demanded a much more immediate shift in of-
ficial propaganda, away from an anti-terrorist discourse and towards the 
possibility that paramilitaries could be brought to the negotiating table. 
The first clue of a change of tone came at the outset of the peace proc-
ess, not from the media but crucially from the British government in the 
form of TV advertisements for its anti-terrorist, confidential telephone 
service.

Selling the Peace? Confidential Telephone 
Advertisements

The confidential telephone service was set up by the Northern Ireland 
Office (NIO) in the 1970s to receive anonymous information from the 
public regarding paramilitary activity. It was publicized through a vari-
ety of media but of most interest here are the television advertisement 
campaigns. The early campaigns were strictly anti-terrorist in orienta-
tion and fitted into the wider British propaganda framework. Terrorism 
had no political content or context and the terrorists themselves were 
portrayed as ruthless, psychotic criminals. For example, A Future (1988) 
features a young man reflecting on the future for his wife and child in 
a community dominated by paramilitary violence. What, he asks on his 
odyssey around his troubled city, have these “hard men” ever done for 
him? “They’ve left me with no job and no hope, they’ve wrecked where 
I live, they’ve hijacked our cars, they’ve fed off our backs, and when 
I saw their kind of justice, I thought there’s gotta be something better 
than this.” This voiceover accompanies images of a war-torn urban en-
vironment: bombs exploding, punishment shootings in back alleys and 
paramilitaries collecting funds in local pubs. The lighting is dark and the 
atmosphere foreboding, an effect heightened by a crime thriller score. 

The NIO continued the service into the 1990s and the period of the 
peace process but the new circumstances brought a perceptible shift in 
emphasis in the advertisement campaigns. Two adverts from 1993, Lady 
and I Wanna Be Like You, seemed to confirm this shift by situating the 
paramilitary in a more ambiguous position in society. 

Lady tells the story of two women whose lives are blighted by vio-
lence. The ethno-religious identity of the women is not made explicit: 
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they are both portrayed as victims. One is a widow whose husband is 
murdered by a paramilitary. The other is married to the paramilitary who 
is imprisoned for the murder. A female narrator intones, “Two women, 
two traditions, two tragedies. One married to the victim of violence, one 
married to the prisoner of violence. Both scarred, both suffering, both 
desperately wanting it to stop.” As with A Future, Lady is about the 
impact of violence on private and domestic relations except, in this in-
stance, violence is presented as equally tragic for paramilitaries as it is 
for their victims. 

I Wanna Be Like You also reflects upon the cost of paramilitary vio-
lence to family relations, specifically those of father and son. There is no 
voice-over narrative to this film. Instead it is accompanied by a version 
of the Harry Chapin song, Cat in the Cradle.  It presents a man’s journey 
over a number of years from paramilitarism to his recognition of the 
futility of violence. In the beginning, he neglects his family, ends up in 
prison and eventually sees his son follow in his footsteps as a paramili-
tary. The son in turn becomes remote from the father and is shown gun-
ning down a man in front of his child, emphasising the cyclical nature of 
the violence. The son eventually loses his life to violence and the advert 
closes with the image of the father grieving at his son’s grave.

In A New Era (1994), the traditional symbols of conflict and division 
are transformed before our eyes into images of peace and prosperity. A 
paramilitary gun morphs into a starting pistol for the Belfast marathon; 
security bollards turn into flower displays; a police cordon turns into 
ceremonial tape for the opening of a new motorway; and two Royal Ul-
ster Constabulary (RUC) constables reunite a lost child with his mother, 
confounding the controversial history and nature of the force.10

After the paramilitary ceasefires in 1994, the NIO commissioned 
a very different series of public films that moved away from the an-
ti-terrorist message altogether. Broadcast during the summer of 1995, 
these made no mention of the confidential phone service or of terrorism. 
Indeed they appeared to have no specific purpose except to show off 
Northern Ireland as a place where people enjoyed life without fear of 
violence. Scored with some of the best-known songs of Van Morrison, a 
native of Belfast, such as Brown Eyed Girl, Days Like This, and Have I 
Told You Lately, the four films have the glossy look of tourist advertise-
ments, marketing peace in Northern Ireland as a consumer commodity. 
In the first film, Northern Irish Difference, babies and toddlers play at a 
crèche, oblivious to sectarian or cultural difference; in the second, North-
ern Irish Life, two boys from both traditions play on a beach and inno-
cently exchange what would, in the conflict of the past, have been seen 
as sectarian badges of identity – King Billy for Glasgow Celtic Football 
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Club! The third film, Northern Irish Quality, celebrates the sporting and 
cultural achievements of people like Mary Peters, George Best and Liam 
Neeson, while the fourth, Northern Irish Spirit, reminds people of the 
region’s stunning coastal and rural scenery. All the films in the series end 
with Van Morrison’s epithet from Coney Island, “Wouldn’t it be great 
if it was like this all the time?” and the on-screen slogan, “Time for the 
Bright Side”. The use of Morrison’s music in this series of films came 
with his explicit permission and blessing and reveals much about the 
heady, optimistic mood that gripped Northern Ireland in the hot summer 
of 1995. 

When the IRA ceasefire ended in 1996, with bombs in London and 
Manchester, the NIO returned to the violent imagery of the early confi-
dential telephone advertisements. However, the restoration of the cease-
fires and the negotiations towards the Good Friday Agreement in 1998 
brought a return to optimism. During the referendum campaign, in May 
that year, the NIO distributed to every home a copy of the Agreement 
document, its cover showing the archetypal nuclear family silhouetted 
against a rising sun, symbolising the Agreement as a new dawn for the 
people of Northern Ireland. It was revealed later that the picture was 
actually of a sunset and was taken in South Africa, perfect dawns being 
difficult to catch in Northern Ireland. Still, these idealized, post-ceasefire 
images marked a radical departure from the violent imagery of 1988 and 
A Future, and even from the more positive confidential telephone ads 
of the early 1990s, for they dispensed with the anti-terrorist message 
altogether and held out the prospect of real peace and a final settlement 
to the conflict.

Martin McLoone (1993, 1996) was one of the first media academ-
ics to take a serious look at these government films and spot the subtle 
change of message in their narrative and photography. As he has argued, 
they did indeed appear to prepare the public for negotiations with the 
enemy while at the same time suggest to the IRA especially that they had 
something to gain by laying down their arms. However the films may 
also have had the effect of giving the media licence to explore the ongo-
ing transition from war to peace in ways unthinkable just years before. 
One of these was to interview former paramilitaries about their role in 
the conflict, to show us the gunmen with a human face without provok-
ing a public backlash. 
 
Talking to the Enemy

The lifting of broadcasting censorship in Britain and Ireland in 1994 was 
widely seen as part of the deal to bring about the IRA ceasefire in August 
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that year but it took some time for television producers to come to terms 
with the more relaxed regime. They still demonstrated a knee jerk reflex 
to confront and cajole republican and loyalist figures about their history 
of violence rather than try to understand their motivations. 

A good example of this was an edition in late 1994 of The Late, Late 
Show, Irish television’s longest running chat show (modelled on Amer-
ica’s Tonight show with Johnny Carson), which had as a guest, Gerry 
Adams, president of Sinn Féin. There were two unique and controversial 
aspects about his appearance that had more to do with editorial policy 
than with Adams himself. First, the presenter, Gay Byrne, declined to 
greet him with a handshake, as he usually did with all his guests, and 
described him in a deeply uneasy introduction as ‘the most controver-
sial man in Ireland’.  Second, after a short interview, Byrne proceeded 
to moderate a confrontation between Adams and four hostile panellists. 
The encounter was tense and heated but Adams was widely perceived by 
the live audience and by television critics to have handled it calmly and 
expertly. Indeed, in the following days, RTE received a record number 
of viewer complaints that the treatment of Adams was imbalanced and 
unfair. The following year, The Late, Late Show invited Adams back for 
an exclusively one-to-one interview with Byrne in which he discussed 
his background and politics, his thoughts about the peace process and his 
private interests. 

Like the political process itself, television was taking time to change 
and adapt to the new circumstances that peace afforded.  But change 
it did and in the late 1990s, the BBC broadcast three major series that 
examined the conflict from the perspective of the principal protagonists: 
Provos (BBC, 1997), Loyalists (1999) and Brits (2000). Public reaction 
to them was muted, although critics expressed concern about the BBC’s 
timing of Provos, that it might in some way undermine the peace process 
in a crucial and delicate phase –  the beginning of formal multi-party talks 
on 15 September 1997 – and that the producers were giving airtime to 
active members of the IRA. Executive producer, Steve Hewlett, claimed 
that the producers ‘(did not) seek interviews with people currently active 
in the IRA but it is not an open organisation; people do not wear badges 
and there is a distinct possibility that some were not telling the truth. But 
if we knew they were active, we wouldn’t use them’ (Times, 6 August 
1997). 

Whatever the political objections, television series like Provos and 
Loyalists boast all that is best in British broadcasting production val-
ues. The programmes are made up of interviews mainly with ex-para-
militaries but there are also contributions from their victims and from 
other politicians and public figures who were prominent in the 1960s and 
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1970s when the violence was at its most sustained.  These are intercut 
with a narrative history of political violence and punctuated with some 
remarkable and hitherto unseen archive film footage of key moments 
in the history of the conflict. However, in other respects both series are 
ultimately safe and uncontroversial. They merely confirm prejudice and 
assumptions rather than challenge them. They are case studies in mur-
der, narratives about ‘mad IRA bombers’ and ‘Loyalist death squads’.  
Conducted in stark light against a black background, they are at once 
interrogative and at times voyeuristic. 

The series Loyalists, in particular, features some brutally frank, 
matter-of-fact admissions of murder from ex-paramilitaries. Jim Light, a 
former member of the Ulster Freedom Fighters, tells the presenter, Peter 
Taylor, how he led the abduction and murder of a young Catholic man in 
retaliation for the murder by the IRA of six Protestant pensioners. It must 
be said here that the rendering of this interview in print lacks the impact 
of viewing this doleful, deadbeat exchange between Taylor and Light:

Taylor: What did you do?
Light: I went out with a group of other volunteers from the UFF (Ul-
ster Freedom Fighters) and we picked up a Catholic and we took him 
away and we executed him. 
Taylor: Murdered him?
Light: Yeah
Taylor: Shot him dead?
Light: Yes
Taylor: A Catholic?
Light: Yes
Taylor: Any Catholic?
Light:   Yes
Taylor: Why was he selected?
Light: He was selected for no other reason than he was a Catholic
Taylor: No reason to believe he was involved in the Republican 
movement?
Light: No
Taylor: Just an innocent, 17 year old student?
Light: Yeah
(EDIT)
Taylor: Who pulled the trigger?
Light:  I pulled the trigger
Taylor: You pulled the trigger?
Light: I did, yes.
Taylor: Without any hesitation?
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Light: (Pause) No, actually, no. I would not say I had any hesitation 
at that time.

Of course, this style of interview is quite common in television’s 
‘true crime’ genre. It may reveal much about the psychological state of 
the killer but little of the political impulses behind his action. The focus 
is on ‘coming clean’: close ups invite the viewer to judge the demeanor 
of the interviewee and render a verdict on their honesty and the plausibil-
ity of their remorse. Then, as if to prejudice the verdict, each interview 
closes with a prison photograph and details of conviction and sentence: 
“Jim Light was sentenced to life for murder”. 

Yet there are entry points for further enquiry here that are tantalising-
ly followed up only for the trail to go cold. Bobby Morton, once a Loyal-
ist paramilitary, tells Taylor that some prominent Unionist politicians of 
the day had much to answer for in stirring up Loyalist violence: 

Morton: They were only too happy to lead us by the nose at one 
stage – ‘Get into them boys! Protestant Ulster!, we will fight and we 
will die!’  Well, they never fought and they never died. It was left to 
people like me. 

Taylor then takes this point up with the Reverend Ian who admits that 
paramilitaries like Morton were among the ranks of his supporters in 
those days but insists that he could not be held responsible for their 
crimes which, he says, he condemned outright and duly disowned. 

In this important respect, therefore, the Provos and Loyalists series 
failed to look at the politics and ideology that motivated and sustained 
the paramilitaries and see them in some instances fixed and unbending 
but, in others, fluid and flexible. Nonetheless, they marked a new permis-
siveness in current affairs broadcasting, taking advantage of the end of 
censorship to give voice and a human face to people who, until recently, 
issued terse statements to the media behind balaclava masks. 

Remembering the Past for the Needs of the Present

The need for accountability and remorse for violence during the con-
flict is one of the most difficult and, so far, unresolved issues of the 
peace process in Northern Ireland; there is yet no agreement about how 
to bring about constructive encounter between perpetrators and victims 
of violence. However, in 2006, the BBC tried with Facing the Truth, a 
series of three programmes aired over successive nights and moderated 
by a panel of three experts including Bishop Desmond Tutu. The pro-
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grammes featured encounters between loyalist and republican paramili-
taries, and also British soldiers, and the victims of their past violence, 
whether survivors or bereaved relatives, and encouraged the participants 
to work towards some kind of reckoning or reconciliation. 

For critics such as Rolston, the series was ‘a bold and imaginative 
step’ on the part of the BBC but was not without its problems (p.335). 
Firstly, the format and the type of encounters it generated bordered on 
‘reality television’, a potentially exploitative and voyeuristic form of en-
tertainment.  For example, an encounter between Loyalist paramilitary, 
Michael Stone, and the widow and brother of one of is victims, Dermot 
Hackett, took up the entire third programme and made for uncomfortable 
and dramatic viewing. But there is evidence of a significant degree of 
editorial manipulation to create the drama at the expense of very vulner-
able participants. Secondly, although billed as an opportunity for vic-
tims to tell their story, to be heard and remembered, there was no doubt 
that editorial control remained firmly with the broadcaster, in this case 
the BBC, whose role during the conflict was hardly neutral.11 Thirdly, 
the programme’s definition of victim does not allow for the possibility 
that the perpetrators of violence might be themselves victims of the con-
flict and the extreme circumstances that brought it about. And fourthly, 
Rolston argues, the religious overtones to the experiment, underlined by 
Bishop Tutu’s persistent references to God and God’s forgiveness, ‘al-
lowed no space for those with more secular definitions…(and) became in 
effect a denial of a political approach to dealing with the past that looked 
beyond interpersonal encounters to the structural causes of conflict and 
violence’ (ibid. p.359). 

In fact, there are very few examples of such a political approach 
in current affairs programmes about the conflict and its aftermath. One 
of the most interesting and, I would argue, genuinely enlightening in 
recent years is Somme Journey, a short documentary produced by BBC 
Northern Ireland and first broadcast in 2002. The programme brought 
together former enemies, Tom Hartley of Sinn Féin and the late David 
Ervine, leader of the Progressive Unionist Party (PUP) and once promi-
nent member of the loyalist paramilitary Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), 
for a visit to the First World War graves of the Somme, in France. The 
encounter was not only politically unprecedented for television but also 
provided both men, and therefore the viewer, with new insights into how 
loyalist and republican versions of history have been couched more in 
myth than in fact. As David Ervine saw it, this was an opportunity to 
‘switch on the light’ and ‘explore’ the past. 

Commemoration of the war dead has always been central to the iden-
tity and cultural expression of the wider Ulster Unionist family but tra-
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ditionally taboo for the Irish republican movement. So while Unionists 
would commemorate annually the mainly Protestant men of the Ulster 
divisions and those serving in other British regiments, republicans and, 
indeed, the whole nationalist establishment, North and South of Ire-
land, denied totally the sacrifice of young Irish nationalists who joined 
other regiments of the British Army and fell alongside their Protestant 
compatriots. At the same time, and until very recently, the Unionist his-
tory and mythology of Ulster’s sacrifice rarely made reference to that 
of Irish nationalists. For Ervine and Hartley to acknowledge all this on 
camera, in a spirit of grace and generosity and without compromising 
their core values, marked a genuinely unique moment on television and 
underpinned efforts North and South to promote more inclusive models 
of commemoration of this key event in unionist and nationalist history. 
But the programme also showed that it is possible for television to move 
away from the adversarial model so typical of current affairs coverage 
of the conflict; and it illustrated by some of the examples above the po-
tential for the medium to promote insight through dialogue rather than 
entrenchment through confrontation. 

Conclusion

It is clear from this review that various sections of the media have re-
sponded positively to the new political and cultural dispensation allowed 
by the peace process over the past 14 years. They have moved from 
the restrictive parameters of the anti-terrorist paradigm to a less censo-
rious, more exploratory analysis of the motivations and objectives of 
the paramilitaries. They have availed of the absence of direct censorship 
and propaganda to allow paramilitaries public space to express their at-
titudes, positive or negative, to the negotiations towards a final political 
settlement. 

In some sense, therefore, we can see this as evidence of a form of 
cultural intervention in a process of conflict resolution. However, it is 
much more difficult to assess how effective this has been in transform-
ing mindsets among the wider, divided communities of Northern Ireland.  
Academic research has questioned the media consensus about the peace 
process that appears to bear little or no reflection of the political and 
material conditions at grass-roots level (Baker and McLaughlin, 2008; 
Spencer). For example, the peace process and its optimistic portrayal in 
some sections of the media have done little to quell the sectarian tensions 
that have always bubbled under the surface, flaring up from time to time 
at sectarian interfaces in urban centres such as Belfast, Derry and Porta-
down.  And for large sections of the population, issues such as education, 
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health and social services, or economic and community development, 
seem much more pressing than a peace process that has moved from cri-
sis to crisis over abstract political and constitutional questions. 

The media have already moved through three major interpretative 
frameworks for reporting the conflict – from civil rights to anti-terrorism 
and then to peace process. These have all been inadequate for some of 
the reasons discussed here and they should warn us against optimistic 
conclusions about the media’s role in conflict resolution and transfor-
mation. We should adopt similar caution when monitoring the move to 
a new and necessary fourth media paradigm, that of building consent 
for post-peace process politics. With no effective party of opposition 
in the Northern Ireland Assembly, it is left to the local media to fill the 
vacuum and they still offer space in print and on television for hard, 
political journalism and current affairs. However, they also face serious 
commercial pressures to chase and compete for fragmenting readerships 
and audiences, which in turn may force a softening of their editorial con-
tent and undermine their democratic functions at such a crucial historical 
juncture.12  

Notes
1. This essay is based in part on the author’s work in progress with Stephen Baker 

towards a book on the media and “The Propaganda of Peace” in Northern Ireland. 
2. Cited in ‘Paisley: From Troublemaker to Peacemaker’, RTE1, 2008. 
3. See, for example differences of emphasis between Baker and McLaughlin; Spen-

cer; and Wolfsfeld.
4. See the much wider survey in Baker and McLaughlin. 
5. For more detailed analyses of media politics in this period, see Butler; Curtis; 

and Miller.
6. This should be seen in wider historical context of Thatcherite hos-

tility to the very concept of public service television in general, funded by 
the public, and to news reporting of other controversial events in the 1980s 
such as the Falklands War in 1981 and the U.S. bombing of Libya in 1986. 
        7. For detailed, academic accounts of the media politics surrounding these controver-
sies, see Miller; and McLaughlin, 2000. Also, from a journalist’s perspective, Ian Jack 
(1988) provides an impression of the prevailing professional and political pressures put 
upon journalists to report the official propaganda version rather than the facts of what 
really happened on the Rock of Gibraltar in 1988.

8. Interviewed in “The Information War”, Late Review, BBC2, 1993.
9. For professional perspectives on local broadcast news and current affairs cover-

age of the conflict see Baker; Bolton; Cathcart; Francis; Kyle; and Leapman.
10. Policing in Northern Ireland had always been a difficult issue, especially among 

republican and nationalists whose leaders long suspected the traditionally Protestant 
force of collusion with loyalist paramilitaries. It has since been reformed as part of the 
peace process, with new structures of public accountability, a representative recruitment 
strategy, a community dimension and a new name, The Police Service of Northern Ire-
land or PSNI.

11. See Butler for a cogent critique of the BBC’s ideological, political and institu-
tional difficulties in broadcasting to Northern Ireland’s ‘divided community’. 

12. See McLaughlin, 2006, for a critical survey of the local media market in North-
ern Ireland.
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‘The Contact’: Understanding a 
Communication Channel between 

the British Government and the IRA
Niall O Dochartaigh

Introduction

On the 1st of November 1993 John Major, then Prime Minister of the 
United Kingdom, declared in the House of Commons that “to sit down 
and talk with Mr. Adams and the Provisional IRA... would turn my 
stomach. We will not do it”. In the context of rumors that the British 
government had been in contact with the IRA he reinforced his point in 
a public speech several days later when he stated that he would “never 
talk to organizations which did not renounce violence”. By the end of 
that month however, Sir Patrick Mayhew, Secretary of State for North-
ern Ireland, had admitted at a press conference in Belfast that a secret 
channel of communication between the British government and the Pro-
visional Republicans did exist (Mallie and McKittrick, 1996: 234-40).

From this distance in time it is difficult to remember now just how 
controversial and secretive this contact was. In the approach to public dis-
closure the British government denied repeatedly that such contact had 
taken place. One British government statement proclaimed that “This al-
legation belongs more properly in the fantasy of spy thrillers”. And even 
as this channel was being publicly exposed, attempts were made to cover 
the traces of these contacts (Mallie and McKittrick, 1996: 234).

Much has subsequently been written about this channel of commu-
nication. Excellent and detailed accounts based on extensive interviews 
with key participants have been provided by Peter Taylor (1998; 2008) 
and by Eamonn Mallie and David McKittrick (1996; 2001). More recent-
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ly Jonathan Powell, a key figure in the peace process of the 1990s, has 
added to these accounts (2008). Nonetheless, there is much that remains 
unclear. Peter Taylor’s accounts of the activities of Brendan Duddy, 
the man he calls ‘the contact’ or ‘the link’ fit with Powell’s account 
but are sometimes difficult to reconcile with the account in Mallie and 
McKittrick’s Endgame in Ireland of the work of ‘the link’. There is also 
continuing disagreement on the character of these contacts. Most recent-
ly dissident Irish republicans opposed to the peace process have begun 
to characterise this channel as the key mechanism through which Sinn 
Féin was duped into surrender by the British government, or even as the 
key mechanism by which British intelligence agencies penetrated the 
leadership of the IRA. Messages passed through this channel were also 
at the heart of renewed public controversy in 2006 and 2008 over the 
IRA hunger strike of 1981.

When these contacts were first revealed in 1993 public debate centred 
around whether contact between the British government and Republicans 
began in that year or whether it should be dated back to 1990. Taylor and 
Mallie and McKittrick’s accounts made it clear that in fact it dated back 
to the early 1970s. The channel used during the peace process of the 
1990s was the same channel used for intermittent bargaining in 1973, for 
sustained official dialogue in 1974 and 1975 and for negotiations during 
the hunger strikes of 1980 and 1981.

This paper begins by outlining the origins of this channel and iden-
tifies some of the key elements that were present from the very begin-
ning. It goes on to address two key issues in relation to this channel. It 
examines the extent to which this was a primary and privileged channel 
of communication that took precedence over other means of communi-
cation, and the relationship between this channel and tensions between 
opposing policy tendencies within the British state.

Origins

The deployment of British troops in Belfast and Derry in August 1969 
was accompanied by increased British government involvement in the 
affairs of Northern Ireland. As senior British officials steered the Union-
ist government towards reforms in policing and other areas, the British 
government established the office of United Kingdom Representative 
in Northern Ireland. The UK representative was to provide political 
counsel to the British government and to British military commanders in 
Northern Ireland and to liaise with the Unionist government. This new 
office was headed successively by senior British diplomats with exten-
sive international experience and was strongly associated with Britain’s 
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Foreign Office. It was also strongly associated with MI6, the Secret In-
telligence Service of the Foreign Office. In the course of 1970 and 1971 
the UK Representative’s office gradually became more important as con-
flict escalated and the British government began to consider taking direct 
control of Northern Ireland. 

We can identify a number of key characteristics of this office that 
were present from the earliest stage. The first was the fact that the UK 
representative provided a direct channel of communication to the highest 
levels of the British government, a direct route to the home secretary and 
when necessary to the British Prime Minister. As such, the UK represen-
tative’s office acted as the principal channel of communication between 
the Unionist government of Northern Ireland and the centres of power in 
London. At the same time, the office had a remit to act as a channel for 
direct communication between representatives of the Catholic minority 
and the government in London that effectively bypassed the Northern 
Ireland government at Stormont and was often conducted secretly.

It was in the office of the UK representative that this channel of com-
munication with the IRA originated. Crucial to the development of this 
channel was the relationship between this office and Chief Superinten-
dent Frank Lagan, commander of the RUC in Derry, who promoted a 
strongly conciliatory policy in the city and who maintained regular con-
tacts with a wide range of forces in the Catholic community. 

In August 1971 , as violence in Northern Ireland escalated in the wake 
of internment, UK representative Howard Smith travelled to Derry with 
the GOC, General Harry Tuzo, the head of the British army in Northern 
Ireland. Like his predecessors, Smith was a senior Foreign Office diplo-
mat. He went on to act as British ambassador in Moscow and subsequent-
ly became Director-General of MI5. Frank Lagan arranged for them to 
meet a group of Catholic moderates who opposed the harshly repressive 
security measures in force in the city and urged restraint on the army. For 
these senior figures who were used to constant pressure from the Union-
ist government for greater repression, this was a rare opportunity to ex-
perience the depth of fury within the Catholic community at the effects 
of repression. In direct response to the urgings of Chief Superintendent 
Lagan, General Tuzo agreed to significantly restrain army activity in the 
city if the moderates would use their influence to try to prevent violence 
This agreement subsequently drew furious criticism from the Unionist 
government and Tuzo and Smith came under huge pressure to bring it 
to an end. It is striking that this deal, aimed at reducing violence on the 
ground by restraining security force activity, was brokered between local 
Catholic representatives and senior British political and military figures 
at a time when the Unionist government was still officially in control of 
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security. It illustrates both the power of the UK representative’s office 
in shaping security policy at the highest level, and its role in dealing 
directly with elements of the minority community.

In October 1971 Frank Steele was appointed as deputy to Howard 
Smith. Steele was an MI6 agent and his remit extended far beyond his 
public role. His reports on the meetings of the Joint Security Committee 
that decided security policy in Northern Ireland in late 1971 illustrate the 
extent to which he and Smith were the voice of the British government 
in Northern Ireland, wielding a great deal of power (see file CJ4/82 at 
the UK National Archives). Simultaneously he was involved in contact 
with oppositional forces on the ground and with a range of opinion in 
the minority Catholic community from a very early stage. In one com-
munication to London in November 1971 for example, he mentions     
“...conversations during the last few days [on policing], for example in 
Londonderry yesterday afternoon with a group of people who included 
Catholics (admittedly moderate ones) living in or working in Creggan” 
(Steele to Woodfield, 1 November 1971).  Creggan at that stage was a 
no go area surrounded by barricades, behind which the IRA operated 
openly.

Given that Howard Smith had dealt directly with Frank Lagan in 
brokering a major negotiated compromise in Derry in August 1971, and 
given Lagan’s strong contacts in the Catholic community it seems highly 
likely that it was through Lagan that Steele was meeting Catholics from 
Creggan on occasions like this, particularly since policing was the topic 
of discussion. Thus, it seems highly likely that contact between Lagan 
and Steele began almost immediately after Steele arrived in Northern 
Ireland. The bridge that Lagan provided between the UK representative’s 
office and elements in the Catholic community in Derry was central to 
the subsequent development of the channel of communication between 
the British government and the Provisional IRA.

As one of the few senior Catholic RUC officers Frank Lagan had 
been appointed to head the RUC in Derry in 1970 in order to rebuild 
relationships with the Catholic community. He had extensive personal 
connections in the city. In a sense he was the representative of a con-
ciliatory reformist policy originating in London in 1969 and strongly 
opposed by many Unionists. Lagan promoted a policy of restraint in the 
city that by late 1971 was at odds with the increasingly repressive thrust 
of British government policy and was the subject of public criticism by 
unionists. His extensive informal, and often secret, links in the Catholic 
community stretched as far as the Official Republican movement whose 
armed wing was then engaged in an armed campaign against the state (Ó 
Dochartaigh 2005; 269-89).
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Throughout the early 1970s Lagan came under intense pressure from 
other elements in the security forces and from Unionist politicians. In the 
wake of Bloody Sunday, when Lagan made determined efforts to avert 
confrontation, there were suggestions from senior military figures that 
he was too sympathetic to the Catholic community and that he should 
resign. Despite this, Lagan was promoted and remained in charge in 
Derry until the mid 1970s. According to Brendan Duddy, one of Lagan’s 
key contacts in the Catholic community “Lagan’s power did not come 
from Derry”. That is, it did not derive from his position in the RUC 
but, according to Duddy, from the direct protection and support of MI6 
agent Frank Steele. While Lagan’s conciliatory approach was opposed 
by other powerful elements within the security forces, it enjoyed secret 
support at the highest levels of the British administration in Northern 
Ireland (Duddy, personal interviews).

Brendan Duddy was a local businessman who had been active in the 
civil rights campaign in the city. He was a member of the Derry police 
liaison committee in 1971 and, as such, part of an extensive group of 
moderate Catholics in the city who were prepared to work with the kind 
of reformist and conciliatory state forces personified by Frank Lagan. Ac-
cording to Duddy’s account he worked closely and secretly with Frank 
Lagan to attempt to try to prevent the escalation of violence in the city, 
through maintaining strong lines of communication and often through 
restraining security force activity. It appears that through these contacts a 
strong relationship of trust was built up. This relationship between Lagan 
and Duddy was crucial to the establishment of the channel of commu-
nication. Duddy had strong connections to Official Republicans and to 
senior Provisional Republican leadership figures. Given the strength of 
his existing relationship with Lagan and the degree of trust established, 
Duddy provided a potential bridge between the reformist edge of the se-
curity forces and figures involved in the highest levels of the Provisional 
republican movement (Duddy, personal interviews).

After the introduction of direct rule from London in March 1972, 
the office of the UK representative became division three of the North-
ern Ireland Office, based at Laneside in north Co. Down and staffed by 
Foreign Office officials. Laneside became a centre for informal and often 
secret meetings between these officials and a wide range of forces across 
the political spectrum in Northern Ireland. Steele subsequently acted as 
the main British representative in the brokering of the Provisional IRA 
ceasefire of June 1972. The initial secret meeting between Steele and 
another British representative and two Provisional Republican represen-
tatives, Daithí Ó Conailll and Gerry Adams, took place on the outskirts 
of Derry city (Woodfield, 21 June 1972) and it seems certain that Lagan 
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as the local RUC commander, was involved in the practicalities of these 
arrangements. After the breakdown of this ceasefire and the revelation 
of the secret talks between the IRA and the British government, British 
representatives were barred from further contact with the Provisional 
IRA (Taylor 1988: 166).

Despite this ban on contact, several approaches were made to Steele 
in late 1972 by people offering to act as intermediaries with the Provi-
sional IRA. In one case, Steele rejected such an approach on the basis 
that even indirect contact “…might be held to be tantamount to negoti-
ating with the IRA” (Steele, 28 November 1972). Despite the political 
fallout from the June 1972 ceasefire, Steele clearly remained the key 
point of contact for secret approaches in relation to the Provisional IRA, 
and he appeared to enjoy a high level of authority in dealing with these 
approaches. Thus, in rejecting one approach he notes that “…there was 
no need to use my status as an official who had to seek instructions to 
stall with them to get further information (as there had been in the case of 
Mr. McAteer)”. Despite the rejection of these approaches, Steele none-
theless offered answers to some of the questions posed by those seeking 
to act as intermediaries and suggested in late 1972 that it might be useful 
to have “…an assessment of these various approaches” (Steele, 28 No-
vember 1972). Despite the ban on contact with the IRA it appears that the 
British government maintained an interest in such approaches and that 
Steele remained the key contact for any such approaches.

It appears that some time in early 1972 Frank Lagan introduced 
Frank Steele to Brendan Duddy in Derry. On perhaps the first occasion 
when Duddy acted to indirectly convey a message from Steele to the 
IRA, Frank Lagan asked Duddy to ensure that IRA weapons be removed 
from the Free Derry area prior to Operation Motorman in July 1972, 
and indicated that the request came from Frank Steele (Duddy, personal 
interviews). Regular contact through this channel did not begin under 
Steele however but under his successor. In 1973 Frank Lagan introduced 
Duddy to Steele’s successor, MI6 agent Michael Oatley. By late 1973 
this channel of communication was in regular use.

The involvement of Frank Lagan in the establishment of this channel 
locates this initiative at the interface between the Catholic community 
and conciliatory pro-reform elements of the security forces and the state 
who were themselves involved in a major internal struggle against ele-
ments in the security forces that were much more enthusiastic about re-
pression, and much more sympathetic to the political position of Union-
ists. From the beginning, the channel was associated with a tendency 
within the security forces and the British state that was less convinced 
of the effectiveness of repression, more aware of the dangers of alienat-
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ing the minority community, and more willing to conciliate than other 
tendencies were. One of the most important reasons why knowledge of 
this channel was so tightly restricted on the British side was the fact that 
there were such powerful forces within the security forces and the gov-
ernment opposed to such an approach and arguing for the necessity for 
increased repression. To a certain degree, a preference for conciliation 
and compromise was built into the very existence of such a channel.

Through Steele’s involvement the genesis of this channel can be 
traced back to the original remit of the UK representative’s office to feed 
back the input of a range of forces in the Catholic community directly 
to the centre of power in London, serving as a direct route between op-
positional forces of all kinds and the very highest levels of the British 
government.

A Primary ‘Official’ Channel

Given the secrecy surrounding contact between the British government 
and the IRA, a secrecy that ensured that only a few people on either 
side of the divide were aware of the existence of such contact, a central 
difficulty for both sides was ensuring that they were talking to the right 
people, that the chain of communication reached up to the highest levels 
at the other end of the chain. When the Provisionals asked British rep-
resentatives during their first secret contacts in 1972 how they could be 
sure the British government had agreed to the terms for their proposed 
ceasefire for example, they were not willing to accept personal assur-
ances. Instead it was agreed that a specific phrase inserted into a speech 
in the House of Commons by Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, 
William Whitelaw would indicate government assent, and provide proof 
to the IRA that they were dealing with the highest levels of the British 
government (Ó Brádaigh, personal interview).

For the British government too, knowing if they were talking to the 
right people was a key consideration, given the internal divisions within 
the IRA. Rejecting one overture from intermediaries in late 1972 Frank 
Steele argued that “..there was not any one man or group in the IRA who 
were both willing and able to deliver an effective and lasting ceasefire” 
(Steele, 28 November 1972). There was no point in negotiating with 
people who did not have the power within their organization to deliver. 

Contacts through the new channel in 1973 and 1974, resulting as 
they did in the release of people held captive by the IRA (Taylor 1998; 
170-1; Ó Brádaigh, personal interview), demonstrated to the British gov-
ernment that those at the other end of this channel were in a position to 
exert power within the Provisional IRA, delivering outcomes that clearly 
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required the exertion of power at high levels within their organizations. 
It confirmed that this channel reached directly to the top of the IRA’s 
command structure. Much of the value of this channel rested with the 
simple fact that it provided a guaranteed route of communication to the 
IRA Army Council and to those in a position to make the decisions.

Given this need to maintain contact with the right people, it was in 
the interests of both sides that there be a single authoritative channel of 
communication. In the early 1970s several different people sought to act, 
and occasionally acted, as intermediaries between elements in the British 
government and various figures within the IRA. In some accounts of the 
peace process the channel of communication discussed here is treated as 
one of a number of channels, simply one route among several (Moloney 
2002). I want to suggest here, that despite the existence of various other 
channels over the years, this channel enjoyed primacy and acted as a 
kind of official channel of communication.

One of the most striking pieces of evidence for the primacy of this 
channel, comes from Ruairí Ó Brádaigh. Ó Brádaigh describes how, at 
one stage in the early 1970s, the Provisional leadership sent a message 
through an alternative channel as well as through ‘the contact’, in order 
to ensure that the message reached the intended recipient, the British 
Prime Minister. According to Ó Brádaigh they then received a message 
from the British government through the contact, Duddy, requesting that 
they not use alternative channels again, but that they communicate only 
through Duddy. For Ó Brádaigh this confirmed that messages through 
the contact were reaching their intended recipient and confirmed the 
primacy of this channel (personal interview).

The need to maintain a single authoritative channel also had implica-
tions for the way in which the channel operated.  While some accounts 
of the channel have characterized it as involving a group of three inter-
mediaries, the ‘Derry link’ (Mallie and McKittrick 1996; 2001), other 
accounts, including Peter Taylor’s, describe the activities of a single in-
dividual. Ruairí Ó Brádaigh confirms Taylor’s account, that the contact 
was a single individual, and argues that there is a very simple practical 
reason why a single individual acted as intermediary, that the nature of 
the communication required a simple clear route and that multiple voices 
would have caused confusion (personal interview). While other individ-
uals were intimately involved in the operation of this channel and in 
the practicalities of communication, it was a single individual, Brendan 
Duddy, who acted as the key intermediary.

The detailed accounts of the way in which this channel operated in 
the 1990s provide strong evidence of the centrality and the primacy of 
this channel despite the fact that a variety of other initiatives to establish 
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dialogue and communication were underway. Mallie and McKittrick’s 
account in Endgame in Ireland presents a picture of a channel of com-
munication that was managed in the early 1990s by the most senior civil 
servant and the most senior MI5 figure in Northern Ireland under the 
direct control of the secretary of state for Northern Ireland and that, in a 
few short steps, connected the IRA Army Council to British Prime Min-
ister John Major, quite unlike any of the other routes of communication 
in existence.

Given the character of this channel as a primary official route between 
the IRA and the British government, valuable for the fact that it reached 
to the centres of power on both sides, the use of the channel itself consti-
tuted a very powerful signal, indicating a seriousness of intent that was 
not conveyed by public speeches and written statements.

Internal Divisions

Contact through this channel can be very revealing of the internal divi-
sions that constrained both the British government and the IRA. While 
both sides had an interest in emphasizing the internal difficulties they 
faced in making compromises, it is clear that these internal divisions 
often constituted a major obstacle to compromise. I want to look here 
briefly at what they tell us about internal divisions on the British side.

From the beginning of direct British government involvement in 
Northern Ireland in 1969 there was a tension between two competing 
political priorities, the need to restore public order and the sovereignty of 
the state on the one hand, and the need to conciliate the Catholic minority 
on the other. While these aims were inter-related there was also a clear 
tension between them. In the course of the conflict the balance between 
these two priorities regularly shifted. In the early stages, for example, 
there was a consensus that reform and conciliation was the priority. As 
the IRA campaign gathered strength in 1971 the dominant consensus 
shifted towards repression, and reform even came to be seen as destabi-
lizing and dangerous, to the extent that it encouraged further challenges 
to state power. 

Although the consensus shifted in response to events, certain indi-
viduals and agencies remained persistently identified with these com-
peting priorities. Thus, Chief Superintendent Frank Lagan, appointed to 
Derry when the dominant consensus supported conciliatory measures 
aimed at winning Catholic support for the security forces, remained an 
agent of and an advocate of that approach even after the dominant con-
sensus had changed. Similarly, during periods of conciliation, powerful 
forces within the security forces expressed their discontent and pushed 
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for a change in policy. Thus the comment by General Robert Ford, Com-
mander Land Forces in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s that he ‘hated 
every minute’ of the low profile approach adopted by the army in early 
1972 in order to reduce Catholic alienation in the wake of Bloody Sunday 
(Ford, interview with Desmond Hamill).  

And while some agencies such as the RUC Special Branch were 
clearly identified with the aim of militarily defeating the IRA, agencies 
such as the UK Representative’s Office became associated with a more 
conciliatory approach and a concern to avoid the intensification of Cath-
olic hostility to the state. 

Inherent in the prioritizing of conciliation was a willingness to con-
sider major reform to the state, and significant political compromise. 
Divisions within the security forces and within the state were directly 
related to the tension between these two competing priorities. Inherent 
in the channel of communication with the IRA was a commitment to 
restrain or reduce security force activity and to reduce repression in re-
sponse to IRA actions, to concede to the IRA, in however small a way. 
For those committed to this approach these concessions were justified 
by the benefits they brought, in reducing violence, in contributing to the 
conciliation of the minority, in possibly laying the foundations for a po-
litical compromise and a lasting peace. For those who opposed such con-
tacts, the very fact that compromise was inherent in such contact damned 
them as a concession to ‘terrorism’. The very existence of such a channel 
ran counter to the commitment of large sections of the state and its se-
curity forces to a military defeat of the IRA, and a policy that regarded 
widespread Catholic alienation as the acceptable price of successful re-
pressing the challenge from the IRA.

Opposition to the kinds of concessions made through this channel 
was at times intense. In the course of secret negotiations between the 
British government and the Provisional Republicans in 1975, the British 
government gradually released large numbers of internees. In retrospect 
this has been characterized as a clever ploy to gain concessions from the 
IRA in return for a phasing out of internment that the British government 
was determined to bring about in any case. This view assimilates the 
concessions made through this channel to a repressive security approach 
to the conflict. However, this view underestimates the extent of resis-
tance to these releases, a resistance openly expressed at the time by the 
British Army GOC Frank King who characterized the IRA ceasefire as a 
ploy by the IRA to regroup (Lee 1989; 450). Brendan Duddy argues that 
every single concession on prisoners made during the talks in 1975 in-
volved intense struggle, that cases were dealt with individually and that 
the evidence against individual internees was discussed (Duddy, person-
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al interviews). The extent to which concessions on the issue of prison-
ers were far from inevitable is illustrated by the fact that in certain key 
cases the British representatives stated that these concessions could not 
be made because of the intensity of resistance on their side. Thus, the at-
tempts by Republican negotiators to secure the transfer of hunger-striker 
Frank Stagg to a prison in Ireland failed as the British negotiators argued 
that they could not overcome resistance to the move within the British 
government (O Brádaigh papers). Frank Stagg subsequently died, the 
first Republican hunger-striker to die since the 1940s, an outcome that 
arguably was just as much against the interests of the British government 
as the continued detention of internees. And although the ending of in-
ternment can be characterized as a calculated move influenced primarily 
by security considerations, for decades afterwards elements within the 
security forces argued that they were fighting ‘with one hand behind 
their back’, that the IRA could be quickly and easily crushed through a 
burst of severe repression, and that the reintroduction of internment was 
the key to this.

The argument that the key to ending the conflict was intensified re-
pression and the military defeat of the IRA enjoyed continuing and sig-
nificant support within the security forces and the British administration. 
Thus, at the same time as the British government was secretly reopening 
contact with the Provisional Republicans in 1991, a senior British army 
officer told Mallie and McKittrick  “If we don’t intern it’s long haul… 
You can break up the command structure by picking up key individu-
als… I would say to Peter Brooke (NI SOS), we can deliver, given a fa-
vorable or at least not unhelpful climate in the south; and if you can keep 
the Americans off our backs, and deal with the EC and the human rights 
people and so on… and if you do that you’ve brought peace” (Mallie and 
McKittrick, 1996: 126-7). That is, there were still strong voices arguing 
in the 1990s that the conflict could and should be brought to an end 
through a burst of intense repression and who dismissed the idea that the 
IRA would end its campaign after a process of negotiation. Increased 
repression remained a serious alternative option right up to the very end. 
It was a realistic enough prospect that when news first broke of the secret 
contacts with the IRA in 1993 and the head of Government Information 
Services in Northern Ireland received an urgent call, his first thought was 
that internment had been reintroduced and that he was being called in to 
deal with the consequences (Mallie and McKittrick, 1996: 237).

At this distance it is difficult to recall the strength of opposition to any 
kind of contact with the IRA and the intensity of the internal opposition 
that must have been faced by those who advocated such contacts. Accord-
ing to Brendan Duddy, for example, Michael Oatley “…was trying to get 
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permission” to open contact with the IRA from the very beginning but 
was facing strong opposition (Duddy, personal interviews). The role of 
MI6 and MI5 agents in actively influencing and shaping policy through 
the assessments they made, rather than simply following government di-
rection, is also evident in the process by which contact was opened again 
in 1990 and 1991. Thus when Peter Brooke made a public speech care-
fully and deliberately signalling the willingness to take an ‘imaginative’ 
approach if the IRA campaign came to an end, and refusing to rule out 
future talks with Sinn Féin, he did so on the basis of intelligence reports 
of fresh thinking within the IRA (Mallie and McKittrick, 1996: 101-2). 
By Brooke’s account, the intelligence services’ analysis of the IRA was 
the crucial factor in producing this significant shift in British policy. In 
a sense we can see this as a major policy shift driven by the intelligence 
services, as opposition to such an initiative weakened towards the end of 
Margaret Thatcher’s term of office.

And the story of how the channel of communication was reopened 
also illustrates the important role of the intelligence agencies in steering 
and shaping policy. According to Peter Brooke, John Deverell, the head 
of MI5 in Northern Ireland, asked him for permission to designate a sub-
stitute for Michael Oatley who was retiring, a person who would contin-
ue Oatley’s role as a contact with Brendan Duddy, and via Duddy to Sinn 
Féin and ultimately the IRA. Brooke’s account presents the decision as a 
technical issue, replacing one agent with another (Mallie and McKittrick 
2001: 88). But although Oatley had maintained contact with Duddy, and 
Duddy had maintained contact with the Provisional Republican leader-
ship throughout the preceding years, the channel had apparently not been 
used since 1981. That is, in suggesting the designation of a successor to 
Oatley, the head of MI5 in Northern Ireland was not simply dealing with 
a technical issue but taking a significant political initiative by effectively 
proposing the reopening of a channel of communication that had been 
dormant for a decade, in response to the indications that the IRA might 
be willing to end its campaign. While this proposal could certainly be 
justified on technical grounds as a potentially effective way to bring the 
conflict to an end, there is no doubt either that it was directly contrary to 
the preferences of other powerful elements in the security forces and the 
state that favored increased repression, and that rejected the prospect of 
compromising with and negotiating with the Provisional Republicans.

One of the clearest indications that the use of this channel was the 
outcome of internal struggles came after this channel had been exposed 
to public view. In the wake of the 1994 IRA ceasefire, as the British 
government insisted that the IRA decommission its weapons before the 
peace process went any further, Michael Oatley made a rare contribu-
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tion to the public debate, arguing strongly for the British government to 
moderate its position (Oatley 1999). His arguments fitted well with the 
dominant consensus among moderate Irish nationalists at the time, and 
ran counter to the arguments of the British government. It provided a 
public glimpse of the kind of arguments that Oatley and others involved 
in this channel must have been engaged in internally in their efforts to 
persuade others that negotiation and communication with the IRA might 
provide a path to the resolution of the conflict. 

The depth of the divisions between opposing tendencies within the 
security forces is nicely captured by Ruairí Ó Brádaigh’s account of his 
arrest by the RUC in Co. Armagh after the ending of secret contact with 
the British government in early 1976. In the course of the truce the RUC, 
dominated by Norhern Irish Protestants, many of whom were strongly 
Unionist in their sympathies, had carried out certain actions that seemed 
deliberately calculated to disrupt the IRA ceasefire and it seems clear 
that there was strong opposition within the RUC to the ceasefire arrange-
ments. According to Ó Brádaigh his RUC interrogators were intensely 
interested in his contacts with the British government and questioned 
him extensively about them, asking him “What were you saying to the 
British?” According to Ó Brádaigh the interrogators expressed opinions 
along the lines of “this is all very fine but we are going to be left high 
and dry”, expressing the fear that the British government was thinking 
of withdrawing from Northern Ireland. Ó Brádaigh was subsequently 
released from RUC custody. He received a call from Duddy some time 
afterwards who told him that “My friends have been reading the tran-
scripts of your interview. They are very pleased…that you committed no 
indiscretions” (Ó Brádaigh, personal interview). Ó Brádaigh’s evidence 
on this point presents a picture of deep division within the state, between 
agencies identified with opposing policy tendencies and political prefer-
ences.

Conclusion

The importance of the channel of communication described here rests 
above all with the fact that is was a primary privileged channel of com-
munication that reached by a few short steps from the leadership of the 
IRA to the British Prime Minister. Both the IRA and the British govern-
ment used this channel to initiate contact in 1980 and 1990 respectively, 
after long periods when it was dormant, because it was a proven way to 
reach those at the very top on the other side. Given this fact, there was 
no point in using other channels of communication. It was used so rarely 
and intermittently partly because its very use involved major political 
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risks, not only for the British government but also for IRA leaders who 
had seen the leadership of the 1970s discredited within the movement 
because of the contacts they had engaged in through this channel (Bishop 
and Mallie 1988; 275-9). The very fact of communication through this 
channel served to indicate seriousness and a willingness to compromise. 
The use of this channel at various periods can be seen as an achieve-
ment of a policy tendency that prioritized conciliation and that sought to 
mitigate minority hostility to the state, in opposition to other powerful 
tendencies that prioritized the short-term restoration of order and often 
regarded minority hostility as a price worth paying to secure that. The 
origins of this channel in the UK representative’s office, an office domi-
nated by Foreign Office diplomats, wielding immense power, but also 
centrally concerned with addressing the grievances of the minority and 
acting to channel the opinions of that minority to London, give it a par-
ticular political character. 

This channel was associated with agencies and individuals that gave 
a higher priority than other agencies to conciliating the minority commu-
nity, not least because of a concern to maintain good relations with the 
Republic of Ireland and a concern with the United Kingdom’s standing 
in the wider world. Ultimately the use of this channel represented a hard-
won victory for a policy tendency that was prepared to restrain repres-
sion and that was ultimately prepared to make significant compromises 
in order to secure a lasting peace.
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‘We don’t care if they’re terrorists’: 
Sinn Féin in Anglo-American 

Relations, from Clinton to Bush
Timothy J. Lynch

Introduction

This paper explores U.S. policy toward Sinn Féin, Ireland’s largest 
republican  party, in two episodes: 1) the British government’s over-
reaction to the initial Gerry Adams visa in 1994; and 2) the response of 
the Bush administration to news of IRA-FARC intrigue in 2001. I make 
two central arguments. First, that British diplomacy was essentially 
negligible in both episodes; American diplomacy or American power 
was the explanatory variable in each case. And, second, that both 
administrations have been complicit, with successive British governments, 
in the destruction of middle ground politics in Northern Ireland – an 
ironic by-product of a war on terror waged against extremes. In making 
these arguments I will suggest that the genesis of ‘track-two diplomacy’ 
in the Northern Ireland peace process is misunderstood leading to its 
explanatory power being overstated.

Adams Visa

The granting of a 48-hour entry visa to Gerry Adams upset London, its 
press and government, very much indeed. Clinton, of course, was not the 
first U.S. president to do something the British did not like.  Eisenhower 
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confounded the British government over Suez in 1956.  Reagan failed 
to inform Margaret Thatcher about his rescue mission to the British 
Commonwealth island of Grenada in 1983. George Bush gave his war a 
name New Labour never liked. Clinton was however the first president 
to interfere in Northern Ireland, as much a part of the UK constitutionally 
as is England, Scotland and Wales, as LA is part of the United States.

British diplomats expressed astonishment that no IRA ceasefire 
preceded the visa which, according to John Major, actually delayed by 
seven months that eventual, partial ceasefire on August 31, 1994 (broken 
February 9, 1996 when the IRA bombed Canary Wharf and again just 
over a week later when a London double-decker bus was blown up – 
apparently accidentally – and again on June 15, when they attacked 
Manchester city centre).1 Clinton’s decision – presented to him as a 
‘win-win’ scenario – was communicated to the British embassy via 
Reuters.2 The Foreign Office was apoplectic. ‘This was an unacceptable 
way to proceed,’ said the British ambassador Robin Renwick. ‘It was 
absurd to lay down conditions for the granting of a visa, and then still to 
grant it when, manifestly, the conditions had not been met.’3

One of the world’s most ‘formidable diplomatic services,’ (the 
words of a former Irish ambassador to the U.S.)4  was reduced to bluster, 
outsmarted by a handful of Irish-American activists who found an 
administration receptive to their cause.  According to Nancy Soderberg, 
NSC staff director:

When the President ultimately decided to go with the visa, 
the entire State Department just had a fit as did the entire 
British Empire and they were so angry about it they just 
really weren’t capable of coordinating anything more  . . . 
They just hated the [visa] idea.  They thought we were nuts.5

British arguments against the visa failed for good realist and good 
political reasons: the UK government’s power was insufficient – even on 
an issue as close to it as Northern Ireland – to affect a change in American 
thinking. Indeed, the heated response merely served to convince Clinton 
officials that proximity to the Troubles – a key British diplomat during 
the visa episode was the cousin of a man killed by the IRA 6 – had blinded 
London to their resolution. ‘Calm down. We are here to help,’ was the 
implicit message the White House was sending out. Major, of course, had 
hardly bought himself favors with the new administration by authorizing 
a search of Clinton’s 1960s passport record during the election.

Whilst the Clinton intercession is praiseworthy on a number 
of levels it is susceptible to the charge, which has only grown with 
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hindsight, that it failed to turn the screws on Sinn Féin as the British 
had demanded and expected. Again, British influence was insufficient to 
transform American appeasement of Irish republicanism into something 
more robust. (In time, even the British government came to learn that 
appeasement and concession bought peace.) There are several factors, 
beyond the essential power differential and personal animosities, that 
explain Clinton’s reluctance to put the squeeze on. First, he did not have 
to: the IRA delivered a ceasefire to order. The Good Friday Agreement 
followed within five years; and a disjointed power-sharing continues 
today. Lives were undoubtedly saved.

Second, though Irish republicanism is rhetorically opposed to 
most of America’s foreign agenda (see pretty much any edition of An 
Phoblacht; the movement was predictably outraged by the Iraq war, 
Guantanamo Bay, Abu Ghraib and the use of Shannon airport by U.S. 
forces on route to the Middle East) it has always been extremely careful 
not to kill Americas and thereby harm its Irish American base. The only 
American citizen to be killed in the Troubles was a shopper in Harrods 
in December 1983.7 Being anti-American is, of course, no crime. What 
shifted American attitudes, if only temporarily, was 8/11, when Sinn Féin 
intrigue with a group that had killed American became public.

8/11 not 9/11

On August 11, 2001 three Irishmen – James Monaghan, Niall Connolly 
and Martin McCauley – traveling under false passports, were arrested by 
Colombian authorities as they left a jungle area – ‘a Marxist ruritania’8 

– controlled by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), 
an anti-government, anti-American, cocaine-producing, ‘renegade and 
terrorist group’ (Bush).9 They skipped bail and in their absence were 
sentenced to 17 years imprisonment for lending bomb making expertise 
to FARC,10 a group responsible for the targeting of U.S. personnel and 
listed, alphabetically, after the Real IRA on the State Department’s List 
of Designated Terrorist Organizations. All three were active or recently 
active members of Sinn Féin – admittedly a broad church but members 
nonetheless.

Unlike the IRA, the Colombian group was designated a direct threat 
to the ‘security of U.S. nationals or the national security (national defense, 
foreign relations, or the economic interests) of the United States.’11 The 
definition is the State Department’s. Again, actualized threat and/or the 
targeting of American personnel and populations will harden American 
attitudes to terrorism and has formal, legal import. The enemy-of-my-
friend doctrine, however, does not oblige a legal response. U.S. support 
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for the British line – which Clinton had already rendered very flexible 
– depended on diplomatic will, personality and context; it can be, and in 
this episode was, a transitory phenomenon.

Richard Haass, the Bush envoy to Northern Ireland at the time, gave 
a flavor of what a hard-line attitude to Irish republicanism might look 
like. As the 9/11 hijackers boarded their planes, the following exchange 
took place between Haass and Gerry Adams: 

After a few minutes of talking about ‘inching forward’ the peace 
process, Haass . . . eyes blazing . . . finally snapped. ‘If any 
American, service personnel or civilian, is killed in Colombia by 
the technology the IRA supplied then you can fuck off,’ he shouted, 
finger jabbing towards Adams’ chest. ‘Don’t tell me you know 
nothing about what’s going on there, we know everything about it.’12

9/11 provided a rhetorical context to turn the screws on Sinn Féin 
but it was 8/11 that forced a revised American posture. Without IRA-
FARC intrigue, revealed (if not proven then or thereafter) on August 
11, 2001 the American line would have likely not changed. The Bush 
administration changed its emphasis as a direct result of 8/11. It was 
more willing to threaten Sinn Féin and less keen to appease it. British 
diplomacy was irrelevant to this decision. 

8/11+9/11 (not 9/11 in isolation) caused the IRA to ‘bite the bullet’ 
said SF’s U.S. representative Rita O’Hare and its offer to ‘deal in pure 
politics.’13 Again, the paramilitaries responded to the rare application 
U.S. pressure (governmental and from within the Irish American 
community), despite British pressure, not because of it. This invites 
the ironic conclusion that the peace process has produced paramilitary 
concessions – a ceasefire in 1994 and an act of decommissioning in 2001 
– when the British line is ignored. The IRA has shown itself susceptible 
to threat but only when the threat is American – never when it has been 
British or Irish. Why America consistently fails to realize its enormous 
power potential is a mystery fundamental to the study of its foreign 
policy. American foreign policy is often the sin of omission.

No More Middle Ground

In W. B. Yeats poem ‘Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold’.14 This 
famous line invites consideration of a more problematic consequence 
of the U.S.-backed peace process: the destruction of the middle ground 
of Northern Ireland politics. As peace advanced, the two centre parties 
retreated. The greatest electoral rewards after 1994 have been for those 
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parties on the far ends of the Northern Ireland political spectrum. The 
UUP and SDLP, once the polity’s first and second parties, are now 
increasingly moribund in third and fourth place. The chart below shows 
election results in Northern Ireland since 1973 – and how the centre has 
been squeezed.15

The UUP’s former leader and jumper-in-chief is now a British Tory 
peer. The Democratic Unionists (DUP) and Sinn Féin, the two parties 
defined in antithesis to one another, are now first and second – and look 
set to remain so. The power-sharing of the extremes. This is the dynamic 
the peace process has generated and that the supposedly anti-extremist 
war on terror has done little to check.

As Christopher Hitchens observed:

Both [Adams and Paisley] have been photographed carrying coffins 
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at political funerals – funerals that were at one time the main cultural 
activity in each of their ‘communities.’ One day, their private role 
in filling those coffins will be fully exposed. In the meantime, they 
are the recognized and designated peacemakers. If you can bring 
yourself to applaud this, you are a masochist clapping a well-matched 
pair of sadists . . . [This phoney photo-op made] me want to spew.16

Seamus Mallon, the SDLP’s deputy first minister in the power-
sharing assembly established in 1998, has – more diplomatically – 
bemoaned this state of affairs. Too much of Washington, London, and 
Dublin’s efforts went into keeping the extremes happy at the price of 
the centre-ground. The obsession with a peace process – to the point of 
its deification – has reduced violence but at the price of the long-term 
political process which rests now on two mutually antagonistic parties, 
‘full of passionate intensity’.

Ponder the model the peace process has delivered up: First, ‘include 
the extremes.’ Second, reassure the middle. Third, appease the extremes. 
Fourth, sell-out the middle. Fifth, hope for the best. Sixth, and finally, do 
this all the under the rubric of ‘track two diplomacy.’ This, as Paul Bew, 
has argued, is no model at all.17

Consider its application in the war on terror: Forsake the forces of 
Arab moderation, as both realists and left-liberals now demand in Iraq. 
Appease the jihadists. Hope for the best. According to journalist Peter 
Taylor there is a strategic equivalence between the terrorists of Belfast 
and of Baghdad. If the first can be talked into peace so can the second.18 
Again, the ‘we don’t care if they are terrorists’ approach. Since, the theory 
goes, terrorism is a consequence of western failure, its amelioration can 
be achieved by western penitence and appeasement. ‘As Kevin Myers 
pointed out, [NI] is the only war in history in which one state paid family 
benefits to both sides. It is an example of the difficulties faced by a liberal 
state, the UK – weakened by historic guilt – in dealing with the terrorist 
extra-legal campaign.’19 

Northern Ireland is too discreet, too historically specific, too odd 
to be modeled – despite its recurrent and increasing citation at conflict 
resolution conferences. Its appeal comes from its uniqueness not its 
general applicability. The last conflict between English speaking peoples; 
the most comfortable ‘war’ to study (its scholars can stay at the plush 
Europa Hotel and journey into and out of conflicted zones with ease).

What the modelers miss was the efficacy of war, of fighting, as a 
means to bring terrorists to the table. It was not track two that divested 
the IRA of their guns but a bloody, brutal campaign waged against them 
by British loyalists in the decade before the ceasefire (see following 
figure).
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Somewhere along the line it has been forgotten that killing terrorists 
might be a necessary first step to talking to them. If the Northern Ireland 
peace process offers any model it is surely this one. The channeling of 
leadership into ‘track-two’ was presaged not by the utility of dialogue but, 
rather, by the recognition of the futility of violence. Violence made track 
two possible. There would have been no track two (and no conference 
here today) but for this uncomfortable feature of the peace process.

Conclusion 

It is difficult, of course, after 9/11 not to view subsequent American 
foreign policy except through the prism of that day. However, Bush’s 
assessment of Sinn Féin was more altered by 8/11 than by the Al Qaeda 
strikes one month later. Despite a war on terror, Sinn Féin has suffered 
little in terms of American censure because the party has defended terror 
tactics in the past; the war on terror alone was not enough to move the 
IRA towards politics. Bush’s engagement in the peace process, despite my 
own predictions, was not changed by the T word and the centrality 9/11 
gave it – he even visited Northern Ireland in April 2003.  Yes, Adams has 
been excluded from the White House on St. Patrick’s day but so have his 
political opponents. Substantially, diplomatically, institutionally, Bush 
has done very little different in Northern Ireland because of 9/11.

The speeches of his envoys are safe to the point tedium. Differentiating 
between the scripts of Richard Haass, Mitchell Reiss, or Paula Dobriansky, 
‘ambassadors’ to Northern Ireland – three otherwise accomplished 
scholars, the incumbent a neoconservative – is a fruitless task. It was 
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not 9/11 but 8/11 that offered the U.S. a new, forceful strategy, quickly 
abandoned, for dealing with Sinn Féin. Clinton’s engagement with Sinn 
Féin was possible because ‘We don’t care if they’re terrorists. The IRA is 
separate and distinct.’20 Bush’s response has been similar, ‘We don’t care 
so long as my good friend Tony Blair doesn’t either.’

This posture is better explained by realism. States act first and last to 
make themselves secure in an international arena in which such security 
is tenuous. When security is threatened they maximize their influence. 
When security is a non-factor – as it was for the U.S. in the entire period 
of the Troubles – influence is minimized so as to avoid entanglement. 
American calculation over Sinn Féin was rational before it was moral, 
and moral, therefore, only in service of the highest morality: national 
security.
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How a Youth Program can Promote 
Peace, Reconciliation and New 

Leadership
Sharon Harroun

Well thank you. Thank you for inviting me. It is a real honor to be in this 
room today with people who have made such great contributions to the 
peace process in Northern Ireland.  I served as a volunteer and then most 
recently as chairman on the board for a program called the Children’s 
Friendship Project of Northern Ireland. This program had its genesis in 
what were termed in the 1980s “holiday schemes”, by which children 
living in the middle of conflict were brought out of Northern Ireland 
for a few weeks during the summer to go to homes in the United States. 
From that grew a new program called Cross-Community 10, which was 
actually founded here in California. The idea was to take young people 
in Northern Ireland, primarily teenagers, pair them up, Protestant and 
Catholic, and bring them to the U.S. for about a month. 

This went on for a few years and the organizers both in Northern 
Ireland and the United States decided there had to be more. It was great 
getting the kids out, it was great getting them together, but when they 
went back that would be it. So CFPNI was developed by a group of coor-
dinators from Cross-Community 10 in 1987. Again, the idea was to take 
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pairs of  Protestant and Catholic teenagers, selected from the same area, 
and bring them to the United States for six weeks during the summer-
time. But then, when they went home, rather than going their separate 
ways, there would be events to bring them back together. And the parents 
would also be required to participate. 

In 1987, the pastor in my church – a small Methodist church in Vir-
ginia – heard about  this program and he and his wife decided to host a 
couple of teenagers themselves. I was very involved at that time in my 
own business, but I watched this program, I listened to what was hap-
pening, and I met the two teenagers who came to our church that year. I 
thought the program was absolutely incredible. This was right after the 
Enniskillen bombing. I was amazed how these two kids were coming 
together, both from that Enniskillen area. 

So within a two-year period I started doing a little fundraising. I 
thought we could get more kids over here. Then I hosted a couple of 
teenagers myself in 1990. Having a couple of young people living in 
my home, and seeing the relationship that was building between them, I 
decided to get really involved in the issue in Northern Ireland. Paul Allen 
has described the elements of track-two diplomacy as understanding, 
communication, neutral environment, tolerance. That is what we were 
trying to achieve on the ground with the youth and their families. 

The way that it worked in Northern Ireland was not necessarily 
through churches. The young people were recruited primarily through 
volunteers and community groups. They had to live within a few miles 
of each other.  We did not pair a Protestant teen from Belfast with a teen 
from Fermanagh. They had to live in the same area. There were volun-
teers on the ground in Northern Ireland. It was not just a U.S. program. 
It was a partnership between people in Northern Ireland and those in 
the United States. Teens were interviewed and recruited by volunteers 
in their own community. Once they were recruited their parents had to 
agree to meet at least once for a predeparture program and agree to the 
follow-up program afterward. At that particular time it was, I think, quite 
a quantum leap to go from just a “holiday scheme” type of program for 
the teenagers to actually bringing the families together.

In the United States, it was important that we put people in neutral 
environments. The host parents had to agree to provide a room that they 
could share. Once the door was closed at night they had an opportunity to 
be kids and talk about kid stuff. The host parents had to agree not to bring 
up the political situation in Northern Ireland unless the young people 
wanted to speak about it. And basically that was it. They were hosting 
them, they were their parents, they were their guardians for six weeks. 
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In 1992, after hosting for a year and a half, I went back to Northern 
Ireland myself for the first time and went to the reunion which took place 
after the summer program. All the teenagers and their parents would get 
together. We would find the best neutral location we could find in North-
ern Ireland – and sometimes it was very difficult gathering everybody 
together for a celebration. I would try to stay with both of the kids’ fami-
lies during that time. I can remember staying in a town outside Enniskil-
len. I stayed with this family – they were very excited, very grateful to 
have their daughter in the program. They said to me, “we are all going to 
get together. The Shannons have invited us to dinner in Derrilyn. Please 
understand, Sharon, we like the Shannons, but if we only stay a short 
while it is because this is a very difficult place for us to come and we 
cannot stay very long.” I did not quite understand at that time what they 
were feeling. We went to dinner. The guys started talking about farming. 
The women started talking about their children. And five hours later we 
left. It was an amazing sense of commonality that was coming through 
in spite of all the difficulties.  I am sure you understand exactly what I 
am talking about. Take people out of a difficult environment and they are 
able to talk. 

As time went on the program changed from just peace, reconcilia-
tion, and friendship to a leadership program. In 2003, we held a lead-
ership conference at DeSales University. 140 teenagers came together 
and they talked about how NI is changing and they talked about conflict 
resolution. They talked about looking toward the future. 

This is what we have tried to do in NI over the last 17 years. Teenag-
ers now go through a six-month predeparture program. They do cross-
community work. They do volunteer work. They bring together their 
friends, their family and they are looking forward. The Americans have 
offered a number of things in addition to promoting understanding and 
friendship. They also have provided leadership and volunteer training. 
In Washington DC, where I was coordinator for ten years we did a series 
of leadership development programs for the young people. Everything 
from doing volunteer work at homeless shelters to going to Capitol Hill 
to talk with political leaders. Seeing the world and having a grasp of the 
world outside their own. Giving them a fresh perspective. Many of the 
next generation of leaders in Northern Ireland may come from grassroots 
organizations like CFPNI.

It is amazing the kind of people who gravitated to CFPNI. June Mc-
Mullin is a woman who volunteered for CFPNI until this year from the 
early 1990s. She is from a small town in County Londonderry/Derry. In 
1982 she was in the hospital outside of Derry having her second child. 
Her husband was a policeman and after they spent a few hours rejoic-
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ing in their child’s birth he was assassinated. He was killed as he left 
the hospital. June lived with that for years. She remarried. As she told 
me, over the years her mind and heart really started to change. It goes 
without saying there was a tremendous amount of pain and bitterness 
and anger, particularly toward the republican community. But she knew, 
as she looked at her child, that there had to be change. When her oldest 
child became old enough to join CFPNI she decided to sign him up. 
After one summer she started to volunteer. 

Those are the kind of people that came in off the ground many times 
for CFPNI – coming out of a very difficult situation, wanting to embrace 
change. June just this year has retired from CFPNI. 

Every summer we had anywhere from 100-150 teenagers to come 
out. From a small place that is a lot of kids. When you think that you are 
reaching not just the teenagers but their parents and their friends then 
the outreach and the effect on the ground really was very substantial. 
I talked about the parents talking for five hours. Bob and I were just 
back in Northern Ireland in February and those same parents came to see 
us. They still keep up their friendship. Sometimes it has been multigen-
erational. Grandparents get involved. Lots of bridges have been built – 
friends, parents, friends of parents extending to thousands of people.

 In 1997, I hosted a young girl and her partner. She was a young Sinn 
Féin activist and lived in the North Antrim coast area. Her partner was a 
daughter of an RUC officer. That was a challenging summer for me, to 
say the least. It was one of the most volatile relationships that I have had 
in my house. By that time it had been seven summers that I had hosted. 
I hosted nearly every year from 1990 until 2004. But that was a tough 
summer. If we happened to go into a pub with a British flag she would 
just fly off the handle. If Gerry Adams was mentioned in a conversation, 
the other girl would just go through the roof. A lot of times it was just 
personality disagreements between teenagers – kids living together in 
the same room. But this really was at the core of religion and politics and 
everything else. However, by the end of the summer, I do not want to 
say they were best friends but they were starting to talk through things. 
The absolute incredible outcome, to my mind as we look back almost ten 
years, is now that little gal who was once so anti-British, so republican,  
I saw her last night in the movie we were looking at and she was up 
volunteering at Corrymeela. I knew she had done some different things 
throughout the years. That summer had changed her so much I had no 
idea I was going to see her face in the movie “Hope and History,” which 
was a documentary done by young students. I saw her face and I thought, 
“How far she has come. How far she has come.” 
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Clearly there were times I knew that some parents were signing 
their kids up because they were going to come to the United States for a 
month. But that was all right with me. They might not have been com-
mitted to reconciliation themselves but they still sent their child  to spend 
six weeks living with a young person from another community. That 
worked out, too. That worked out very, very well. 

So where are they today? CFPNI is an all-volunteer organization. 
I think we have been really scratching for 20 years to try to keep this 
going. I do not know how financially viable the organization is right 
now. I think it is very difficult ,when the bombs stop going off and people 
gravitate to different areas of support, to know how much longer this 
kind of program can go on. We have a strong track-record. We have an 
incredible program still going on on the ground in Northern Ireland – in 
all counties, by the way. I hope that government and foundations will 
continue to support it to some degree so we can continue the program. 
Last year there were eight young people here in Southern California. 
This year we did not have the funding to bring them out. There are 70 
going to the East Coast and the Midwest this year. That is down from 
normally 120 to 140 when I was chairman.  It is not because there is 
no interest. There is huge interest but that is just the difficulty of being 
an all-volunteer organization and not having someone lobbying for you 
with staff. And not being supported by a particular foundation.

So CFPNI may soon come to an end. But its legacy will not. Thou-
sands of people have been brought together by it and future leaders have 
been nurtured by it. I hold it up as a great example of soft diplomacy, of 
how we as American volunteers, working with volunteers in Northern 
Ireland, were able to contribute to the building of peace and reconcilia-
tion.
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‘Slugger O’Toole’: The New Media 
as Track Two Diplomacy

Mick Fealty
I left in search of democracy and found it was more like a phantom 
always shifting and constantly lingering on the horizon. Once it is 
given to someone, it changes. In fact, it needs to be remade every 
day.  It requires the consistent disruption of silences and the [utter-
ance] of things that people do not want to hear.
         Krystof Wodiczko, Artist

Where Slugger came in…

My blog Slugger O’Toole (http://www.sluggerotoole.com/) began life 
on 5 June, 2002.  In part it was born out of the simple frustration of 
spending half an hour trying to locate a feature on the Orange Order’s 
annual parade in Rossnowlagh, Co Donegal in the vast and unfathom-
able archive of the Irish Times.   Its larger purpose however was to create 
a research resource for an academic paper on the future of Unionism in 
Northern Ireland.  It was a relatively sober attempt to track various forms 
of intellectual capital, news articles, research reports and opinion pieces 
from across the political spectrum and none.   I only once considered the 
parallel between Slugger and Public Diplomacy: on reading Mark Leon-
ard’s advice to the British Council that when confronted with genuine 
political controversy, you steer directly into the centre the storm, and 
never away from it; a seminal piece of advice.

The blog itself focuses mostly, although not entirely, on the politics 
and wider culture of Northern Ireland.  As well as charting analogues 
for Northern Ireland’s difficulties elsewhere in the world, it takes a keen 
interest in the affairs of its political hinterlands in mainland Britain and 
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the Republic of Ireland.  It turns out that a blog is an intensely social 
tool; each time you write something it ‘pings’ other sites and let’s people 
know what you have written.  After three weeks I figured how to read 
the site’s logs.  By that time, and without having told anyone but a few 
close colleagues about the site, Slugger was getting an average of ninety 
visitors a day. 

Initially I called it Letter to Slugger O’Toole.  The title was borrowed 
from a line in the song ‘The Irish Rover’: “There was Slugger O’Toole, 
who was drunk as a rule”. More specifically, the title referenced a ‘sock-
puppet’ character invented by Irish-American Tim Murphy on a now 
defunct CNN bulletin board.  Slugger, in Tim’s invention at least, was 
always inebriated and would never listen to reasoned argument. Indeed 
trying to explain the complexities of Northern Ireland is a little like 
trying to explain something complex to a drunk man: you have to explain 
things slowly, bit by bit. You have to repeat yourself over and over.  And 
you have to be prepared to take a very long time. 

A Three Staged Process

Slugger arose from the nature of the Northern Ireland peace process.  
Arguably there were significant three stages to what was to become the 
Belfast Agreement.  Much of the initial thinking began with the moder-
ate republican Social Democratic and Labour Party  leader John Hume’s 
persistent and obsessive emphasis on dialogue with the express purpose 
of dealing with ‘the problem of relationships’, the ‘accommodation of 
difference and diversity’ on the island of Ireland (Millar 2009).  The 
process was also somewhat anticipated by the Anglo Irish Agreement 
of 1985. As Paul Arthur notes, that Agreement “raised the question of 
when is the optimum moment to engage conflicting parties in mediation 
and negotiation” (Arthur 2000).   The second stage was the long and 
complex process of negotiation, firstly with between the back channel 
talks between the governments and paramilitary organizations.  Finally, 
with the coming of David Trimble to the leadership of the Ulster Union-
ist Party in 1995, a broader range of talks began, leading finally to the 
Belfast Agreement itself.  A stand-off over the IRA’s retention of its para-
military arsenal ensured that this negotiation stage would continue to 
dominate Irish politics for almost ten years after the agreement had been 
signed. 

The Northern Ireland Assembly and the Executive sat for only a little 
over two-and-a-bit years in the nine years that followed the Belfast or 
Good Friday Agreement. Its stop/start existence finally came to shud-
dering halt in October 2002, only months after Slugger began.  What 
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followed was a series of interlocking periods of negotiation and appar-
ent inactivity. With attempts at comprehensive agreements failing firstly 
between Sinn Féin and the Ulster Unionists in October 2003 and then 
again between Sinn Féin and the Democratic Unionist Party in Decem-
ber 2004.  As Peter Hain, the last British Secretary of State with any 
substantial legislative responsibilities for Northern Ireland famously 
quipped during that last fraught year of negotiation, “Belfast is the capital 
of procrastination”. 

In May 2007, after more than a year of further negotiations around 
Sinn Féin recognition of the police and one complete act of decommis-
sioning from the IRA, we finally entered the implementation stage of 
the process with the two former extreme parties, the DUP and Sinn Féin 
taking the lead. 

The Return of Politics

The election campaign of March 2007 was awash with party manifestos 
stuffed with ideas about what could be done once they were back inside 
the local democratic institutions. As it turns out, our once bellicose poli-
ticians – so literate and eloquent in the older discourses of conflict – in 
fact lack confidence in how normal politics are conducted in a dispen-
sation that shows every sign of becoming a settled democracy.   After 
generations of arguing through the same, single transferable row over the 
constitutional status of Northern Ireland, the new ‘consociational agree-
ment’ now requires our politicians – rather than some abstract ‘other’ – 
to take serious decisions, which have the capacity to enhance or disrupt 
the lives of those who vote them into office   This is something our politi-
cians were ill prepared for.  The last local functional democratic chamber 
had been prorogued by Ted Heath’s Conservative Government in 1972, 
more than a generation previously. What existed of local democratic tra-
dition, the parties drew from the relatively powerless local councils.

The Media Problem…

Reporting in a troubled space has always been huge problematic for 
any journalist or newspaper determined to get at the truth. Malachi 
O’Doherty’s recent retelling of his first year as a journalist in a Belfast 
Sunday newspaper paints a picture of reporters with little time to do any-
thing other than tell the bare bones of this bombing here, that shooting 
there.  Few had the time, the energy or the ‘mind space’ to probe further 
(O’Doherty 2007).   It occurred to me at the outset of writing Slugger 
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that perhaps the best that might be hoped for was a mapping of various, 
and often conflicting truths.  The sociologist Frank Burton described the 
press’s role in reporting the early Troubles as a series of ‘leaps in the 
dark’; each media outlet limited in its understanding of the context and 
internalized meaning of events as seen from different sides in the conflict 
(Burton 1978). That accords strongly with the provisional and ‘guerrilla’ 
nature of blogging.

In such circumstance of heightened tensions, it is very hard to get at 
where the truth lies. And the complications have, if anything, become 
less easy to track during the period of discrete negotiations, with journal-
ists loitering outside the locked doors like expectant fathers waiting for 
the arrival of the latest negotiated ‘outcome’.  And it has set the media 
with a particularly difficult problem. As the Belfast playwright Garry 
Mitchell observed of the post troubles, “there was a ‘real truth’ and an 
‘agreed truth’, and when the ‘agreed truth’ becomes accepted, the ‘real 
truth’ becomes a lie.” (Siggins 2007).

During the troubles our journalists were under pressure from govern-
ment restrictions.  Margaret Thatcher’s broadcasting ban on Sinn Féin 
representatives and the Republic’s highly restrictive Section 31 provi-
sions introduced a culture of compromise in terms of delivering news 
across the board.   For veteran journalist Ed Moloney this process was 
not only corrosive but undermining of a key function in a democratic 
society: “the media exist to tell society what is going on, to challenge 
power structures of all types when necessary, and to hold accountable 
those in the public eye and whose activities affect society…” (Moloney 
2006).

The peace process brought obligations rather than restrictions.  The 
media have struggled with the sudden abandonment of the politics of 
the conflict, and conflict transformation. The long slow withdrawal of 
full-time correspondents from the London papers gathered pace as the 
world audience ceased to take an interest in a story that had fascinated 
and appalled for thirty or forty years.   But the real challenge of the new 
media to the established political and media elite is that there is no more 
agreed truth.  Every truth now has to be contested over and over again, 
whether those elites like it or not.   Our responsibility as citizens is to 
critically examine key questions for our political classes: What is it that 
they plan to do?  What is the basis of their analysis? How do they plan to 
implement it? And later: how have they implemented it?

The Political Problem

This is the political problem: we had local democracy, imperfect and 
built on special relationships. It backed up in 1972 and ushered in 30 
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years of direct rule from Westminster. We have had endless secret ne-
gotiations behind doors, and it has stunted our political process. This 
is not generally something that is acknowledged or understood, even in 
the mainstream media. Our politicians have become very skilled at the 
negotiation process, but they have had very little opportunity to actu-
ally deliver.  The media has had very little evidence on which to  judge 
whether they have actually performed well or not in the way one judges 
politicians in a settled polity. 

There is also the matter of a weakened civil society.  One of the 
corollaries of thirty years of communal violence has been the near total 
separation of interest between the two communities.  As Gladys Ganiel 
notes:

“…the competition of opposing groups may produce conflict rather 
than policies geared towards ‘the common good’. Groups may 
develop relationships with government in which they become de-
pendent on it for funding and support. Then, civil society may lose 
its ability to work as a check against the government and may con-
tribute to unjust policies. These dangers are acute in divided so-
cieties where there is little agreement about what constitutes the 
common good and in which there may be great disparities in oppos-
ing groups relationships with the government.”

An Intelligent Commons

Whilst the Internet has been around in one form or another since 1968, 
it was not until 1989 that one single connected space was made avail-
able with the invention of the world wide web by an English scientist, 
Tim Berners Lee.  From the start, it has implied a different means of 
communication, different aesthetic from more traditional technologies. 
Christopher Locke describes the nature and quality of some of the earli-
est communications:

“On the Net, you said what you meant and you have better be ready 
to explain your position and how you had arrived at it. Mouthing 
platitudes meant you would be challenged. Nothing was accepted 
at face value or taken for granted. The conversation was not only 
engaging, interesting, exciting – it was effective” (Locke 1999). 

Much has been written about the disruptive nature of New Media. In 
essence it turns the mass media proposition on its head. Communication 
is rough, increasingly abbreviated and distributed and takes place through 
interconnected networks using emerging technologies like Twitter.com. 
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It is largely on a one to one enterprise as opposed to the traditional one 
to many mass media model. In contrast to a largely passive broadcast 
audience, online audiences talk amongst themselves, incessantly and in 
‘down times’ inanely. The ‘conversation’ is the thing. They relish their 
newly found capacity to decide for themselves what the nuances of 
various political statements, or pieces of research. The judgements of the 
gate keeping intermediary – the professional journalist – are also often 
held under scrutiny.

This new freedom to express knowledge as well as access it has pro-
found implications for politics.  The political classes are slowly coming 
to recognise this, even if they are not sure how to respond to it.  In an 
interview with the author, the Conservative MP George Osborne, the 
UK’s Shadow Chancellor, noted:

“In politics and in the media we’ve both assumed that we do the 
talking and the people listen. Now the people are talking back. It’s 
exciting, liberating, challenging and frightening too.”

The New Media Comes to Northern Ireland

In the context of Northern Ireland, there is a strange consonance here 
with the peace process and the popularization of online communica-
tion. Internet debate started to become a staple, at least amongst certain 
political and media elites, around the time of the first IRA ceasefires 
in 1994.  Just two years earlier, people were dependent almost entirely 
upon broadcast news from just three TV channels and a number of in-
fluential newspaper groups feeding undifferentiated messages to the two 
broad communities.

After forty years of the Troubles people had tended to live apart. Ac-
cording to on study, 71% of people in public housing in Northern Ireland 
live in segregated areas. (David Dickson 2006), the lack of social contact 
underlining the pattern of separate development that took hold after the 
huge disruptions on the early troubles. But in the mid-1990s online, in 
various disembodied virtual forums people began to confront each other 
frankly with their own political viewpoints, and began to shock each 
other as well. Even moderate expressions of belief outside the comfort of 
‘the tribe’ had the capacity to shock people from the other side. 

Most of these debates happened on large bulletin boards. The most 
successful of these early attempts at forthright dialogue online was 
within a Compuserve forum, often informally chaired and moderated 
by the BBC television and radio journalist Vincent Hannah.  This forum 
brought together knowledgeable experts, political insiders and engaged 
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citizens to push the soft boundaries of political discourse in ways that 
neither implied formal political commitments, nor, considering access 
was by paid subscription, entirely public.  But there were limitations. On 
such a bulletin board, anyone of hundreds, even thousands of members 
can start any conversation they like. There is not a single particular focus 
or voice. Often weaker or minority voices get submerged in the cut and 
thrust of Internet debate. The talkative predominate.

The Power of Blogging

Then came the blogs. These enabled individuals to quickly build their 
own websites and start publishing within as little as five minutes. The 
first blogs came into being in the mid-1990s.  But it was not until 1998 
that the first free blog software became available to non-technological 
users.  The explosion in political blogging in the U.S. came in the af-
termath of 9/11, and born largely out of a frustration with a perceived 
liberal bias of the mainstream media.  It has been slower to take off in 
the UK, and even slower in Ireland.  Slugger, in 2002, was amongst the 
earliest Irish blogs. 

Blogging allows people to select material buried in a newspaper or 
otherwise obscure research from a university professor and put this up at 
the very top of the news, making the same kind of editorial choices as a 
newspaper editor only for an online audience.   This recontextualization 
of knowledge – and with it the realignment of power from stable elites 
to a less stable commons – has empowered individual citizens to engage 
large and influential audiences. This disaggregation and re-aggregation of 
journalism/research papers, has all been inflected with a fresh individual 
perspective. With Slugger we discovered we would talk about Northern 
Ireland, political deadlock, and even the football teams. We talked about 
everything in cultural life.  But we would also look at analogues in other 
places; problems elsewhere; getting beyond the constitutional issue, and 
indeed getting beyond Northern Ireland itself. 

What sets the blogs apart from what came before is firstly the in-
creased importance of the individual voice and perspective, and secondly, 
the commodification of the hyperlink. The former delivered multiplicity 
of perspective.  The latter gave context.  In a strange way, it reintroduces 
ideas that had emerged previously in journalism.  Richard Kapuchinsky 
was a Polish foreign affairs writer. Dissatisfied with that way journal-
ism reported it stories, he resorted to a more literary style of writing. He 
was willing to dump the idea that journalists could become objective; 
someone who can tell an unbiased, neutral, balanced story.  He preferred 
to just go into a country and tell an iterative tale of what he found there. 
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“I’m interested in the structures of power what I’m interested in is the 
situation of the structure of power.  The country is the theater but the 
play is universal.”  Contrast that with leading British journalist Nick 
Robinson (before taking up his current position as the political editor of 
the BBC): “it was my job to report what those in power were doing or 
thinking, that is all that someone in my sort of job can do.”  What blogs 
have proved over and over again, is that statements from above are actu-
ally up for contention. 

The Experience of Slugger

So why does blogging work? It brings the reader fresh content, every 
day.  In Slugger’s case we try to offer good links and stories along with 
sound analysis; often with link backs to the past references to the same 
story. Something my colleague Pete Baker refers to as building a Baco-
nian history. There is the capacity for audience to answer-back. You put 
up a story and people respond to it.  On a memorable occasion one of our 
readers created You-Tube video of 50-yard stretch of the largely Catholic 
Springfield Road.  It was the controversial subject of a disputed marching 
route between the Orange Order and local Catholic residents.   The poor 
quality video showed what neither the broadcast news, nor print news-
papers had done, that on one side of this supposedly Catholic stretch of 
road lay a Protestant church.  It also showed that on the other side of 
the road lay relatively new houses built with no windows facing on the 
road, because of the semi-permanent conflict in that area.  The conversa-
tion that followed explored the point of view of the people living in that 
area.  Suddenly what was discreet, hidden knowledge became public. 
And the reactions were stimulated from ordinary local people not by 
text, or mainstream journalism, but by crude produced video images of 
a locally familiar scene.

This has all kinds of implications. There are all kinds of elites. A 
local neighborhood is an elite of sorts, a voice of authority on its own 
affairs, but a voice that rarely gets out into the public domain. That voice 
was reflected in that conversation. We had a new and fresh insight that 
might not have been available through more conventional means.

The Importance of Diversity

This is what is important about engagement.  An engaged audience can 
talk back with a heterogeneous opinion. From the beginning it was never 
my intention to broadcast my own opinion to draw from as many strands 
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of opinions as possible. And, by and large, we have a fairly heteroge-
neous audience.  We have never used that diverse audience to seek any 
kind of consensus.  In fact, one of the problems of the essentially top 
down peace process is that it has often prematurely assumed consensus 
on a range of matters, and ended up taking too many things for granted to 
be able to ginger real bottom-up debate.  James Surwiecki in The Wisdom 
of Crowds (Surowiecki, 2004) argues that an intelligent group does not 
ask its members to modify their positions in order to let the group reach 
a decision that everybody can be happy with.

Much of the debate on Slugger is about clash of diverse opinion.  
People fight.  Rarely is there agreement, and indeed, we actively encour-
age people not to compromise but rather to hone their arguments by ad-
hering to the site’s golden rule: play the ball and not the man.

Underlying all of this, regardless of whether it is in Northern Ireland 
or anywhere else, is that the Internet is changing the way that knowledge 
is transmitted. It is breaking up the distribution networks.  With a soft 
project like Slugger it is very difficult to gauge precise effects. The site’s 
main purpose these days is to turn over the hard packed ground of civic 
debate, rather than to push for more measureable outcomes.   

 

The Future

In March 2007, the DUP and Sinn Féin won their election victories con-
vincingly. In May 2007 the power-sharing executive began.  But the 
party victories rested on what they had done on the ground, and their 
achievements as activists on behalf of their constituency base.  Neither 
party was particularly experienced as responsible lawmakers, though the 
DUP’s experience in Westminster gave them an early advantage in ex-
changes on the floor of the Assembly over the parliamentary ingénues 
of the abstentionist Sinn Féin.   The longer term test of both parties will 
be in terms of their capacity to take tough decisions and communicate 
those to the wider community. Crucial to that communication will be 
the capacity of the public to pick up on the nuances and understand the 
context for those decisions when they inevitable come.  That is a tall 
order in most settled democracies. But it is all the tougher when you are 
talking about a relatively small population that has been used to most of 
its resources being strained towards a single binary argument that runs 
roughly: “we are going to win and we are going to get a united Ireland,” 
or “we are not going to get a united Ireland.”   If there is one thing that 
the blogosphere can do, it can tell those awkward truths that the politi-
cians do not want to hear.  My view of it is neither cynical nor sceptical.  
I believe that is what politics and democracy are all about.
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Conclusion

Lessons Learned

Joseph J. Popiolkowski

These conference proceedings bring together scholars of public diplo-
macy and international relations and participants in the inter-community 
peace building efforts in Northern Ireland. The previous chapters have 
covered numerous issues affecting life in Northern Ireland e.g., policing, 
the importance of a robust civil society and voluntary sector, grassroots 
community initiatives, and the media, among others. This publication 
makes clear that exercises in track two diplomacy build up trust and 
make conflict negotiations inclusive.

In his chapter, media scholar Greg McLaughlin assesses whether 
television documentaries and public films may be considered a cultural 
intervention in the peace process. He also looks at the impact of the 
Broadcasting Ban on airing extremist views and how it led to widespread 
self-censorship among broadcasters. Television programs were often bal-
anced but lacked real analysis of the political motivations behind violent 
actions. Northern Ireland’s media has undergone a cycle, he argues: civil 
rights, anti-terrorism, and peace process. A fourth, “building consent for 
post-peace process politics,” is now underway. 

With regard to the peace process, McLaughlin couches his skepti-
cism of the media’s impact by pointing to the sectarian tensions that 
continued to bubble up in key interface areas in the late 1990s, which 
was the focus of Neil Jarman’s chapter. Jarman looked at the gradual 
strengthening of community groups, which allowed them to become an 
integral part of the peace process. His examples of how to mitigate large-
scale civil disorder brought about by public ritual (i.e. parades) through 
community-based policing – especially in key sectarian interface areas 
– is a wonderful example of track two diplomacy at work.

Organizers of grassroots efforts to keep the peace operated outside 
the traditional channels of diplomacy by forging relationships within and 
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between the two communities. For example, Jarman gives great credit to 
a mobile phone program, which gave activists greater ability to defuse 
tense situations – especially during parade season – by communicating 
within their respective communities and eventually across the sectarian 
divide. Jarman links all this to a discussion about the importance of the 
three types of social capital as defined by Robert Putnam: linking, bridg-
ing, and bonding. It was the organizers’ effective use of social capital 
that allowed them to move beyond “firefighting,” preemptively respond 
to tensions, and construct a working relationship with the police. 

With regard to the police, the question of policing became one of the 
hot button issues in Northern Ireland during the 1990s. How could such 
a fractured country have effective and respected policing? The answer 
was to take the restructuring of the Royal Ulster Constabulary (later the 
more benignly-named Police Services of Northern Ireland) out of the po-
litical realm and hand it off to a track two body in the form of the Patten 
Commission: technically the Independent Commission on Policing for 
Northern Ireland, which Bob Peirce played a pivotal role in. Peirce and 
his colleagues orchestrated an enormous overhaul of the police services 
in Northern Ireland based on what they heard from people in the com-
munity. As Peirce said during the conference, “We went to talk to the 
people.” Peirce said the Commission consciously tried to construct a 
model of effective policing that could be replicated elsewhere. And, 
indeed, it has been.

Tim Lynch, however, takes the slightly cynical view that “Northern 
Ireland is too discreet, too historically specific, too odd to be modeled – 
despite its recurrent and increasing citation at conflict resolution confer-
ences.” I alter his argument slightly and maintain that while the nature 
of this intra-state conflict – religious identity and self-determination 
– is comparable to other parts of the world, Northern Ireland’s situa-
tion was so unique that if its problems could not be solved there was 
little chance for any other intractable conflict. As Queen’s University 
scholar Dominic Bryan said, in Northern Ireland, “All the planets were 
aligned.”1  As discussed in this book, Northern Ireland had the benefits 
of a strong voluntary sector and civil society, two friendly and wealthy 
European Union neighbor countries, and high-profile interested outside 
parties notably U.S. President Bill Clinton and Senator George Mitchell. 
And Northern Ireland did not have the complex geopolitical influences 
that the Middle East has.

Lynch recounts that Bill Clinton’s decision to offer a visa to Sinn 
Féin leader Gerry Adams was unanimously viewed in Britain as an in-
fringement on a sensitive British domestic issue. But in his thoroughly 
researched chapter, Niall O Dochartaigh argues that successive British 
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governments maintained a rarely used but vital communication channel 
from top Republican leaders to the Home Office and even the Prime 
Minster. While the Foreign Office may have been “apoplectic” – to use 
Lynch’s word – over the Adams visa decision other bodies had been se-
cretly reaching out to the other side.

O Dochartaigh offers a fascinating glimpse into the activities during 
the 1970s of Brendan Duddy – a moderate Catholic who “provided 
a potential bridge between the reformist edge of the security forces 
and figures involved in the highest levels of the Provisional republi-
can movement.”2  Indeed, employing someone like Duddy to act as a 
point of contact between opposing sides is a prime example of track 
two diplomacy, which Joseph Montville defined as, “unofficial, infor-
mal interaction between members of adversary groups or nations that 
aim to develop strategies, to influence public opinion, organize human 
and material resources in ways that might help resolve their conflict.”3  

The social capital Duddy amassed through his peace-minded activities 
among Catholic moderates allowed him to operate as an intermediary in 
this case.

Mick Fealty’s account of the creation and impact of the Slugger 
O’Toole blog is an object lesson both in the power of the new media, 
but no less in the deficiencies of the politics and the journalism of old 
Northern Ireland.  That Fealty’s blog – begun as part of a college re-
search project – should have taken off so swiftly is a testament to the 
immense need of the Northern Irish people for such a forum.  That the 
blog has shown staying power is a testament to its continued relevance 
to the peace process.

Sharon Harroun recounted her experience running the Children’s 
Friendship Project of Northern Ireland, which started out as a “holiday 
scheme” program for teens from Northern Ireland to visit the U.S. 
and later included families and added leadership training. The CFPNI 
is notable for many successes but mainly for creating bridging capital 
between members of the two communities. As Harroun said, “Lots of 
bridges have been built – friends, parents, friends of parents extending to 
thousands of people.”

The CFPNI employed one of the basic tenets of track two diplomacy: 
“Take people out of a difficult environment and they are able to talk,” ac-
cording to Harroun. Similarly, Paul Arthur in his keynote address at the 
conference reflected on a series of workshops held at distant locations 
removed from the public eye and conflict zone where delegates could 
hash out a basic understanding and find some common ground. Arthur 
found that participants were much more willing to engage in substantial 
discussion if it was couched in an unofficial setting. His role as an aca-
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demic and outside observer allowed him to empirically report that the 
workshops had a lasting impact on the peace process. These workshops 
– and the CFPNI, the mobile phone program, the Slugger O’Toole blog, 
or any of the many other track two initiatives discussed in this book – 
provided an opportunity for dialogue and engagement.

Numerous other excellent models of track two diplomacy exist, in-
cluding the Kashmir Study Group, workshops held between Israelis and 
Palestinians that culminated in the 1993 Oslo Accords, and the five-stage 
“public peace process” exemplified in the Inter-Tajik Dialogue.4  Track 
two is an intervention whose successes have been replicated elsewhere 
as documented in this book.

‘An enabling context’

Northern Ireland remains a highly divided society, as Neil Jarman and 
others at the Institute for Conflict Research have documented in their 
reports. Indeed, as The Economist recently pointed out, “Protestants and 
Catholics may sit next to each other at work, and some of them may 
rub shoulders in swanky restaurants and shopping centers, but they still 
overwhelmingly educate their children separately, at least until univer-
sity, and live in discrete neighborhoods.”5  This creates inevitable di-
visions in society, which are unhealthy especially during an economic 
downturn. Many of the ideas inherent in track two, however, can play a 
role in erasing the segregation in Northern Ireland’s neighborhoods and 
schools.

The key now is to continue track two initiatives before they stall and 
interest wanes under perceived stability and a sense or normality. The ten 
years between the 1998 Agreement and the establishment in May 2007 
of power-sharing have created what John Loughran at North Belfast 
peace building project Intercomm calls “an enabling context.”6  Much 
transformative work remains. The role of civil society now – particularly 
at the community level – is to empower people with knowledge and give 
them the skills to manage things. One notable example of this ongoing 
work is the Belfast Conflict Transformation Project, which called for 
public input into the groundwork for a more integrated city.

R. Scott Appleby in his book “The Ambivalence of the Sacred: Re-
ligion, Violence, and Reconciliation” borrowed Paul Arthur’s phrase “a 
politics of forgiveness” to describe the need for a religious and cultural 
approach to conflict resolution in Northern Ireland.7  Murals of masked 
armed paramilitaries, flags, parades, and memorials are only a few of the 
symbols that stand as daily reminders of Northern Ireland’s violent past. 
Indeed, as Dominic Bryan of QUB pointed out, “In Northern Ireland, 
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people don’t remember, they’re reminded.”8  But a willingness to break 
with the past and reconcile the irreconcilable means future generations 
will not experience the same pain and raw emotions.

As nearly every author in this book, including Jarman, reiterates, 
“track two activity was to be regarded as a complement to, rather than a 
substitute for, track one diplomacy.”9  Pamela Aall similarly notes:

Experience in Northern Ireland with a track two effort to allow 
parties to the conflict to test some ideas and build relationships in 
private meetings shows how complicated the matter can be. In this 
case, the track two effort proceeded without making a strong attempt 
to keep the British government informed. Consequently, the British 
government remained unaware of the workshops until it too wished 
to launch a similar project. ‘The result,’ says one of the organizers 
of the track two effort, ‘was a minor diplomatic frisson and a salu-
tary lesson in the pitfalls of complex mediation. In an ideal world 
there should be strong lines of communication between all points on 
the mediation chain.’ (italics added)10  

Where political tools exist to reach agreements among elites, track 
two may be thought of as a range of tools to deal with conflicts in a 
society – a means to establish patterns of reciprocity and recognition. 
It is hoped this volume is a welcome addition to the body of work on 
track two diplomacy and serves as an informative guide to the limits and 
achievements of track two diplomacy in Northern Ireland.
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